"My Very Dear Wife":
The Letters of a Union Corporal
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Henry Ackerman Smith was born January 30, 1837 in
Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, and baptized as an
infant into the Lutheran Church. He was educated in
public and subscription schools. At age he flirted with
the idea of engaging in a seafaring life, but relatives
dissuaded him. He then apprenticed as a clerk in a retail
store in Greensburg, Pennsylvania, the county seat of
Westmoreland County. After a year he was released from
his contract, and went south into that part of Virginia
that later became West Virginia. There he worked on a
farm and also taught at a school on Bingaman Creek, a
branch of the Monongahela River, before returning to his
father's home in the autumn of 1856.
A devout man, Henry attended both morning and
afternoon Sunday school at the United Brethren in
Christ Church, and soon began teaching the afternoon
class. In 1856 he enrolled as a student at Allegheny
College, a Methodist college in Meadville, Pennsylvania,
a small town in the French Creek Valley about 30 miles
south of Lake Erie. He later attended Latrobe,
Pennsylvania Normal School for several months. Henry
subsequently passed a teacher's examination and
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received a Certificate of Qualification to teach in
Pennsylvania schools. His first teaching post was at a
county school near Youngstown, Pennsylvania.
In the spring of 1859, Henry moved to Jessamine
County, Kentucky. Jessamine County, whose county
seat is Nicholasville, is located in the Bluegrass Region
about 20 miles south of Lexington. Early settlers in
this area were mostly German Protestants who came
in large part from Pennsylvania and Maryland. There
he boarded with the family of William Nixon and
Elizabeth Hoover Potts and their seven children, and
taught in three local schools until the outbreak of the
Civil War. In 1860, he was licensed as an Exhorter in
the Methodist-Episcopal Church South, and was
licensed as a Preacher later that year.
On April 2, 1861, Henry married Almina Clay Potts, the
daughter of his landlord and a former pupil. Almina, who
was born December 26, 1845 in Jessamine County, was
barely past the age of 15 when they married. (In Henry's
letters home, he referred to Almina as "Minie.")
Kentucky, whose population was divided in its loyalty,
attempted to remain "neutral" when the Civil War began.
However, after Confederate troops occupied Columbus
on September 3, 1861 and Union troops countered with
the occupation of Paducah shortly thereafter, all hopes
of remaining "neutral" vanished and the state legislature
voted to remain with the Union.
Henry cast his lot with the Union and enlisted as a
private in Company D, 21st Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
on October 12, 1861 at Camp Dick Robinson, near
Nicholasville. Captain Matthew Ewing commanded
Company D, and Colonel Jesse S. Norton commanded
the regiment. The 21st Ohio was assigned to the 3rd
Division, Army of the Ohio, commanded by Brigadier
General Ormsby McKnight Mitchel, when Major
General Don Carlos Buell commanded the Army of the
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Ohio.
Twenty-First Ohio Volunteer Infantry: September
1861-September 1862
The 21st Ohio Volunteer Infantry was originally
organized as a three-month regiment, and was
mustered out on August 12, 1861. It was reorganized
as a three-year regiment on September 19, 1861 and
mustered in at Findlay, Ohio. The regiment received
marching orders a few days later, was supplied with
arms at Camp Dennison, Ohio on October 2, and
marched the same day for Nicholasville, Kentucky. The
regiment remained there for ten days and was then
ordered to march to McCormick's Gap to join General
Nelson's command. During that campaign, only one
engagement occurred: On November 8, 1861,
Confederates attempted an ambush at Ivy Mountain
but were "foiled and whipped," mainly through a flank
movement executed by the 21st Ohio. The
Confederates were driven from that line and the whole
command returned to Louisville, reaching the city in
November.
The army was reorganized in December under the
command of General D.C. Buell, and moved to Bacon
Creek and Green River, where it remained in winter
quarters until late February 1862. The 21st Ohio
marched on Bowling Green as part of General O.M.
Mitchel's 3rd Division, and played a role in driving the
Confederates from that strong position. Then moving
directly on Nashville, General Mitchel summoned the
city authorities to surrender, "which demand was
promptly acceded to." Colonel Kennett of the 4th Ohio
Cavalry took possession of the city on the March 13.
Four days later, General Mitchel's column moved out
on the Murfreesboro turnpike, occupied Murfreesboro
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on March 19, and remained there until April 4, 1862
when it moved on Huntsville, Alabama.
The entire command moved from Fayetteville for
Huntsville on the morning of April 10. Arriving the
next morning, it drove the Confederate forces from the
city, captured 300 prisoners, 16 locomotives, and a
large number of freight and passenger cars. General
Mitchel
inaugurated
"[t]he
most
vigorous
measures...Expeditions were sent in every direction,
railroad bridges burned, and every precaution taken
against surprise." On or about April 20, Captain Milo
Caton, Company H, 21st Ohio Volunteer Infantry, was
sent to Nashville in charge of a group of Confederate
prisoners. Upon his return he was surrounded by
Morgan's cavalry and, after a hard fight, Captain Caton
and his company were obliged to surrender. The whole
party was sent to Richmond, and Captain Caton
remained in Confederate prisons for over a year. On May
28, 1862, the 21st Ohio moved to Athens to relieve Colonel
Turchin, and remained there until August 28, when it
moved again to Nashville. 1
Letters written between October 16, 1861 and March 7,
1862
Henry Smith wrote about all those things that soldiers
have always written home about - the weather, the food,
the tedium of camp life, his health, and gripes about
Army leadership, who he thought were not doing all they
could to bring the war to a successful, speedy
conclusion. He was proud of his accomplishments, such
as his prowess in cooking, his promotion to 2nd Corporal
and squad leader, his commendations for keeping his
squad tent clean and orderly (for which he received
praise from General Mitchel), and his success in
reforming his tent mates from the "vice of swearing," and
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leading them in hymn singing at night. He was
disappointed by not being able to find a substitute so he
could return home to "his Minie", who had asked him to
return, and further disappointed in not being able to get
a furlough. But most of all, he wrote how much he loved
his Minie!
Henry (or Harrie, as he signed his letters) wrote some
23 letters to his "very dear wife Minie" during this period.
The letters of most interest are those written during the
Union occupation of Huntsville and Athens, Alabama,
and are published here in detail.
Transcribed Letters from Henry Ackerman Smith to
Almina Clay Potts Smith
21st REGT. O.V.U.S.A.
Col J. S. Norton Comp. D
Camp Jackson, near Nashville
March 7, 1862
My dear wife,
I embrace this opportunity of writing you a few lines
informing you of my continued good health hoping that this
letter will find you all enjoying the like blessings. Although
nothing of interest has occurred since the last of such
agitation as might be addressed to fill up these blank
pages with anything of interest to you all, yet in
performance of a most pleasant duty I make the attempt.
Several wet, cold & snowy days have occurred
recently, very cold indeed for this season and latitude
and some of the boys thought that we must be on the
other side of warm weather as the further we advanced
into Tennessee the colder the weather has become.
This morning was clear and cold but since the day has
become warm and pleasant and we hope the cold north
wind and storms will soon disappear and give peace to
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the genial warmth of the Southern Sun. There has
been a gradual accumulation of forces here until now
there are five divisions and I presume there cannot be
short of sixty thousand men.2 Discipline is so strict
that we are not allowed to go beyond the lines of our
division, which is as I presume a necessary evil. If it
was not so I could find some acquaintances in some
of the Kentucky Regiments and in all probability in
some of the Pennsylvania Regiments in camp. If
intercourse were thus allowed I might spend a
pleasant hour which would enhance the tedium of
camp life.
We seem to be now in the grand center of rebel
supplies, besides the provisions captured upwards of
thirty thousand tents were taken and many of us are
sheltered by rebel canvas. We are now receiving much
better provisions than we did on the march from Green
River to this place. As I look round me and examine the
culinary department of my domicile I see crackers in
abundance, light bread, beef, ham, bacon (side-meat),
rice, coffee, tea, flour, sugar, lard, soap candles &c.
These are the edibles of my Mahgeret[?] and I know you
will say that as far as substantials are concerned we have
plenty and variety for the present.
The most prominent furniture we have is muskets &
these we know how to use to perfection, almost. Well my
dear Minie we have no drawing rooms to welcome guests
and no costly cakes to treat them to. No cots of downy
softness to bid them recline &c. but with good health we
have those things that you do not enjoy at home. We can
lie down in the most indifferent places and enjoy a good
night's repose and with danger staring us in the face we
can sleep sweetly and dream perchance of those so dear
at home. So I have often dreamed of you darling. Besides
we enjoy a good appetite for the most indifferent food and
so we plod along and daily look forward till these troubles
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will end and all opposed to our government will be
ashamed of themselves. But the day is waning and I
must prepare for Dress Parade. We have drawn two
months pay and in my next I will send you some as I do
not think it safe yet for money to be sent per[sonal] mail
and no other way presents itself yet.
I cease writing at present and I will write the
remainder on tomorrow if I have time. Till then I
remain your ever loving and affectionate husband,
H. A. Smith
March 9, '62
My dear Minie,
I could not fulfill my promise to finish this letter on
yesterday as unexpectedly to myself I was detailed to
go on Guard. So this beautiful Sunday morning I will
attempt to do so although I may fail as losing sleep
has the effect of stultifying the intellect. You ask me
whether I prefer Tennessee to Kentucky? Under
existing circumstances, I do not. Had I found you my
dear here, had I wooed & won you here, I might have
preferred this state. But though there are beautiful
landscapes and nature has lavished her gifts with a
profuse hand and even nature has been further
improved by the hand of art yet the fields are not so
green and smiling. The hills and valleys do not bring
up so many sweet remembrances of the past and
because you, my sweet flower, do not reside here I
again say Tennessee does not present the attractions
to me that Kentucky does. Do not be discouraged
dearest Minie, be of good cheer and I will soon be with
you I sincerely hope. You are now in the home of your
youth and under the sheltering care of your good
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parents, there I expect to find you on my return. So do
not pine and think the time long, for every fond
pulsation of your good little heart meets an answering
one in him who has risked everything for your
eventual good.
I cannot have my miniature taken now for the reason
that it is impossible to go to Nashville. Otherwise would
I comply with your request immediately.
Well, my dear, I do not think of anything else to write
so I must stop, wishing you to give my kindest
remembrances to Mr. & Mrs. Potts and all the family. I
hope cook's ear will get well without impairing her
hearing. Write very soon sweet Minie, be prudent and
obedient to your parents, ask the counsel of our heavenly
Father & pray for me.
I remain your true and loving Husband Harrie
P.S. I enclose $5.00 & will send more in my next.
How strange and sad the scenes of life
As year by year time moves along.
First peace and then in mortal strife
A nation mourns in tears of blood
Not so it was three years ago
Though short the time has seemed to be
Then there was no nation's foe
But each rejoiced that he was free
A stranger sought a welcome place
Among the ones he thought was kind
His early friends he did forsake
For those he did expect to find
A northern girl had fanned his brow
A northern sun had browned his cheek
But nature gave a healthful glow
And plighted vows gave happiness
Then came the dreadful cry of war
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To arms! to arms! ye bravest ye bravest
Your nation calls you from your homes
To save her from the threatened doom
Then flocked around the nation's flag
A long array of hearts so true
While those who left the flag to droop
With foul intent were far from few
But each day did that same proud flag
Advance again from state to state
While rebels quailed beneath its power
To think of retribution hour.3
Do not think me an enthusiast dear Minie. I am for the
government as long as it affords us protection but as
soon as it is destructive to us I would cast it from me &
trample it in the earth & only submit to it under a force
of circumstances.
No more. Address H.A. Smith in care of Capt. Ewing Co.
D, 21st Reg., O,V.U.S.A. via L & Nashville R.R.
21st REGT. O.V.U.S.A,
Col. J. S. Norton
Comp. D
Camp near Huntsville, Alabama
April 12, 1862
My very dear wife,
I embrace this opportunity to write you a letter as we
may leave and I may not have another chance for some
days. We left Shelbyville on the morning of the 9th inst
and after a march of 26 miles we arrived at the town of
Fayetteville, Lincoln Co. Here we remained till the next
day Meridian when we marched over the hills to the
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southward and bivouacked about ten miles south of
town. When we were about seven miles from town I
was ordered to take twelve men and go back to where
the teams were and carry two days rations into camp.
Of course, this looked like a forced march ahead. I
overtook the regiment about 10 1/2 o'clock at night &
at 3 A.M. next morning we set out for Huntsville, a
distance of 21 miles over a miserable road, crossing
streams of quite a number. Notwithstanding all these
obstacles we arrived here at 4 o'clock P.M. Thus we
made a distance of about 60 miles in two days and a
half. The country through which we passed during the
last three days differed considerably from any we had
yet seen in Tennessee. The country gradually became
hilly but the soil was rich & well adapted to cultivation
and would be one of the finest grazing counties in the
state with some care. These hills covered with trees
covered again with verdure of different shades while
the Dogwood & June ber[r]y trees appearing as white
as snow. The Wahoo with its blooms of red altogether
making a variety more beautiful than my pen can
paint. The buildings here were of a very inferior quality
though here and there a more modem building is found
which alleviates the otherwise tedium of sameness.
Fayetteville is about as large as Nicholasville and is the
County seat of Lincoln Co. The buildings are of a good
quality and generally large and substantial, indicative
of a good deal of wealth. After we had gone about ten
miles south of Fayetteville we found the county to our
front more open and level and after we crossed the
state line it gradually became level, while on the left at
a distance of 5 or 6 miles could be seen the Western
range of the Cumberland Mountains. Soon after we
came into the state we could see a difference in the
soil and the plantations seemed to extend almost as far
as the eye could reach. Minie I believe as much as I
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have seen of Alabama I can justly say it exceeds even
our own loved Kentucky in several respects. The soil
seems to be of such a superior quality and its
adaptation to the raising [of] all kinds of grain & cotton
makes it a lovely country. Well darling we are now
between two rebel armies and we hold the railroads or
route of communication between the two. We are held
in instant readiness to repel any attack that may be
made upon us. And if they come we will give them a
good account of our division.
We captured from 15 to 20 engines besides a large
number of cars here together with 250 prisoners. 4
I am unable to say how soon we will get any mail or
how soon I will have an opportunity of sending any
letters to our friends but as soon as a chance occurs I
will send this. In the meantime I will write you what is
transpiring should it be of interest. I have an idea that
we will be here for some time or till the country round us
is cleared of armed rebels.
The people around here are not rebellious enough to
burn their cotton in accordance with the instructions
of the rebels in power as I saw quite a number of bales
on our yesterday's march. Well dearest there is some
Scare among our officers as we are not allowed to take
off our accoutrements and the guns are out in stacks
in front of our tents, all in fighting trim. Well I must
confess that everything looks as peaceful as I could
desire around us but this may be the calm before the
storm if this windy day could be called a calm.
I cannot tell you anything about Huntsville as we are
encamped just before the town and we are not allowed to
go into it, but the suburban houses are large and elegant
bespeaking the same in the town. I will at- tempt to
describe it as soon as I get a chance to see it.
Formerly I believe I have neglected to request you to
retain these letters as I will have use for them when I get
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home. Capt. Ewing has re- quested me to write a sketch
of the travels and services of the 21st Reg., these letters
will aid me in doing so.5
Our division is here alone and the discipline is not
so strict now as when we were attached to the Corps
de Arme or the grand army, which was the case when
we were at Nashville. I cannot but wonder at the
apparent infatuation of the people in these states. We
have a Secesh letter here written in Marshal County,
Tenn, March 15 and in it is a statement that they (the
rebels) would have the city of Nashville in a week from
that time. At that time they were in full retreat and it
seems strange that the people did not know it. It is by
this system of misrepresentation that this rebellion is
kept alive. The people are told of victory after victory
that never had an existence and, believing it, they
cannot see why they should act otherwise. We must
teach them a few more wholesome lessons and they
will get their eyes open.
My dearest Minie I will soon conclude this hastily
written and poorly composed letter, but I must once
more exhort you to remain pure in your thoughts about
eternal life, true to your vows to God, and to honor thy
father and thy mother with a sweet obedience of conduct
to their wishes, to be a gentle and kind sister to your
brothers & sisters, so living that I may embrace you as a
model of perfection and Christian virtue. This dearest is
the highest object of life and when we have passed over
the weary marches of this world we will rest forever in
the Paradise of God. In vour daily offerings to God do not
forget me in your prayers. Give my love to Mr. & Mrs.
Potts & the family.
Send me papers frequently, Minie dear, I have only
received the four I spoke of in a former letter. Direct as
before till further instructions and I am forever your
faithful and loving Husband Harrie.
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P.S. I enclose $5.00
3 o'clock P.M.
Dearest, we have just received the glorious news from the
Corinth Victory.6
21st REGT. O.V. U.S.A.
Col. J. S. Norton
Comp.D
Camp Taylor, near Huntsville, Alabama
April 15, 1862
My very dear wife,
I once more embrace a moment of leisure to write you
a letter to let you know how we are getting along &c. Our
mail facilities are yet so limited that only occasionally we
have any chance to send letters but I presume in the
course of a week we will have more regularity in this
respect. Since I wrote last I have passed through the city
of Huntsville while I was going out on picket duty. I am
much pleased with the town, while the elegant buildings
of both a public and private kind are indicative of wealth
and good taste. The streets are a model of beauty, being
wide and shaded on both sides with evergreens & many
other trees of nameless variety. The public square is a
pleasant retreat while the stately courthouse rears its
massy [sic] walls in bold relief among the numerous
shade trees by which it is surrounded. The town itself is
not quite as large as Lexington though in width and
airiness of streets, in architectural taste in buildings &
in ornamental beauty, Huntsville surpasses the latter. I
cannot say that the sur- rounding country surpasses
Fayette Co., Ky. for that I believe to be impossible but the
region around this town is fully equal to it. The Poet
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would say that this surpasses Ky. as beyond the
beautiful landscape only a few miles are the Cumberland
Mountains, rising like a huge wave out of the plain which
extends to its very base, the tops rearing their heads
among the clouds, while the sides are covered with trees
now covered with the beautiful verdure of spring.
The danger to which we were exposed when we first
came here has disappeared. The rout of the rebels at
Corinth and the destruction of the railroad northeast of
this have made it impossible for the enemy to close in
upon us without a considerable delay by which time we
will be abundantly re-enforced. Our position when we
came here I will now state as the danger has passed by.
We came here with six or seven thousand men, when the
rebels could have had seventy thousand here in as many
hours, when the odds against us would have been
ruinously large. Again the communication between this
place and the rebel army at Corinth was uninterrupted
as their wounded was sent to this place and places north
of this. Had our forces been repulsed there we could have
been crushed.
Well sweet Minie I believe the day of deliverance is at
hand and we will not have to endure the pangs of
separation much longer. I perceive many of the old
citizens voluntarily taking the oath of allegiance which I
look upon as a good sign that the contest is about given up.
I was much disappointed this morning in not receiving a
letter and papers by mail from you but as only a few letters
came through I persuaded myself that this was not a
regular mail. The last letter I had from you was dated March
17, or nearly a month ago so there must be tree or four
letters and as many packages of papers on the way for me.
I have thought more of home within the last week than I
have done during any previous week since I have been
away, probably on account of its probable near
consummation and oh how I longed for a final discharge
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from service that I might once more join you and enjoy your
sweet smiles and society. How lovely you appear to me as I
bring to mind your sweet ways that have so enlisted my
affections. But I miss you darling and when- ever I see one
of your sex I think of you, my ideal of loveliness, goodness,
and virtue, now my sweet, brave, little angel you must wait
a few weeks or perhaps months and then I will come to you.
I have done my duty by giving my country my services in
the days of her peril, then I will do my duty to you by staying
by your side. Occasionally we find citizens here so
determinately secesh that they will not traffic with our men
but these are rare and generally have friends in the rebel
army. I have been in the habit of sending out to the country
almost every day since we have been here for milk &c and
find the people very reasonable in their prices generally.
Well my darling I have run out of language to note and I
will quit now and should anything occur before I send this
poor letter I will add a post-script. Write very often & send
me papers. Be sure to send me papers having accounts of
the great battles. Direct as before via Nashville, Tennessee.
Forget not your duty to God nor your love and obedience to
your parents, brothers and sisters. Give my love to. Mr. &
Mrs. Potts & the family. I am not forgetful of all their
goodness to me. Hoping to hear from you all very soon I am
your ever-loving Husband Harrie.
April 16
Well sweet Minie we are town folks now and although we
are thus situated I am no better satisfied than I was when I
wrote the first part of this letter. We stand a good chance of
staying here while others move forward and do the work of
putting down the rebels. The fact is we are the Provost
guards of the city of Huntsville, Alabama.
Now dearest you may not understand our duties & twill
try to explain. Our Colonel is a sort of a Military Magistrate
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and is called the Provost Marshal and we are a sort of a
police to guard the town and enforce the laws and we go by
the name of Provost Guards. You will readily understand
me dearest although you do not take much interest in
military affairs. Their has been a number of wounded
rebel officers come here and give themselves up to
General Mitchell since the battle near Corinth and
from everything I can see there will be a grand cave in
before the fourth of July. I am informed that half or
more of the people of this town are in favor of the
Union as it was before these troubles began. So do not
be surprised my dear if you hear shortly that we are on
our way home. Oh won[']t I be glad & won[']t you dear.
I enclose $5.00.
Write soon and often. Forget me not in your prayers to
God. I am affectionately your Husband Harrie
Camp Taylor
Huntsville, Alabama
April 18, 1862
My very dear wife Minie,
It is just two months since we left Nashville, Tenn. and
here we have been cooped up for almost a month with a
little spice by way of change to make it agreeable or
interesting if possible. This is Sunday - not one of those
pious Pennsylvania Sundays wherein one is not allowed
to whistle or sing a song but to look sentimental. Nor one
of those pleasant Kentucky Sundays wherein the
conventionalities of society not only allow those above
mentioned acts of irreverence but even to improve the
future so far as to talk love &c.
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But this is a warm or hot soldier's Sunday, peculiar
to them alone. We have so degenerated from the first
estate that many would not know the day of the week
were it not for some good genius who does not
romantically whisper "It is Sunday" but shrieks it as if
telling it to a brigade of noisy schoolboy s. For my part
I wish I could convey myself from this place to your side
dearest and then l could enjoy my Sunday as I trust I
shall enjoy many ere long.
As I ended my last letter in praise of my excellent
health and scarcely had I sent the letter to the mail,
when the messenger of ill fortune came and said "boast
no more". The same evening I felt unwell and deeming
the matter indifferently I supposed the symptoms would
pass away with the night but in the morning I found
myself very unwell indeed. Still refraining from taking
medicine I passed the next 24 hours, the most painful of
my life. Then I was glad to summon medical advice and
in a short time was relieved to some extent of pain but I
was very much prostrated with weakness and now
though I am on a fair way of absolute recovery I have not
the strength to walk but a short distance at a time.
Do not be alarmed dearest Minie, my sickness was
not dangerous though very painful and only one thing
forbids my early recovery which is the indifferent fare,
which is not what any one would desire after an
abstinence of nearly a week. I expect next time I write
to be entirely recovered. Notwithstanding my pain of
body during the last week I have had moments of
great hap[p]iness. In my waking hours I was thinking
of you Minie dear, and when I composed my self to
sleep it was to dream and converse with you. In my
dreams and conversations you looked so like you used
to that I was all joy, and the remembrance would give
me pleasure for hours after I awoke, as I would
endeavor to repeat in my mind what had transpired in
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sleep. The only sadness that occurred was to think that
it was not a reality. If I do not get well soon I will come
to you darling and then I know I will get well.
We get the Louisville Journal now tolerably regular
the fourth day after publication. I must for once depart
from my custom and write you only a short letter,
which I know sweet one you will excuse under existing
circumstances.
There is nothing of interest transpiring at this point &
no news occurring at all. I expect to hear from you as
soon as a mail train comes through and you know that
will be a pleasure to read your sweet letter.
Remember me warmly to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & family. I
would like to see them all.
But my first offerings of love to dearest and everything
but honor will I risk to see you. Be a faithful and loving
child of God and to your good parents, anticipate their
desires with your compliance and be exemplary to your
brothers & sisters that they go not astray. Write
frequently. Inform me how much money you received
from me and whether you have collected the State money
due me. You must get your father to attend to that if he
pleases. Direct as before to Mitchell's Division, via
Nashville, Tenn.
Your own faithful and loving Husband Harrie
Camp Taylor
Huntsville, Alabama
April 20th, 1862
My very dear true wife,
I once more embrace an hour of leisure in the very
pleasant duty of writing to you as by so doing I have my
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mind fixed upon you and it gives me very much pleasure
to thus think of you. This pleasure arises from several
sources. First and above all the unceasing and
unchanging affection that prompted me to select you
as my first earthly friend, the sharer of my joys. My
comforter in grief my adviser in the days of my
prosperity. My counselor in the time of my adversity
and trial and the wife of my bosom, second, the heroic
patriotism and pure philanthropy that prompted you
to permit of our separation till the hordes rebellion are
driven back in ruin and disgrace. That the proud
banner under which we have lived and has made us a
great people may once more wave "oer the land of the
free and the home of the brave." Not a part enjoyed its
benefit but every one within the jurisdiction of
government as it was one year ago. I cannot forbear
remarking here that signs of the times indicate a
gradual establishment of our proud republic and
though I regard the fighting as over, or will be when
you get this, there will doubtless be considerable
marching to be done yet as it will require the presence
of a military force in the capitals of the several states
to keep the rabble in check.
There is really very little danger to be apprehended
now, only a careful watch over our appetites to forbid the
eating of too much delicacies and drinking too much
water when warm or exhausted by heat. On this score
not, a hint is requisite on my part to secure vigilance and
with a healthy frame I expect to weather the storm if no
unforeseen accident intrudes it- self.
Yes, dear Minie each march takes me farther from you
and my mind feels the truth [of] your remark but I am
comforted by the reflection it brings us nearer to the
completion of these troubles and when we are once
released it will require a long time to reach home.
I am anxious to go forward as by that means we can
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either expel them (the rebels) from the country or make
them lay down their arms.
Your last letter that I received was written two weeks
ago today though a part was written on the following
morning. That is the latest news I have of reliability. I
received another sweet letter from you written a few
days previous to the one above mentioned and a paper
dated Apr. 5, all on yesterday and you better believe
that I am well satisfied with the mail for once. Then this
is Sunday, not a beautiful, bright, sunshiny day with
birds of beautiful plumage dancing from branch to
branch of trees redolent with verdure but a wet, dirty,
dripping, blue, tiresome day, one well adapted to give
a man the ennui and wish the war, tents, guns &
knapsacks and everything that looks like regulation, in
Dixie.
Well sweet one there is one thing that we can do and
will do on such days as this and that is we think and
sigh for home. Not that we would desert our post or have
any inclination to do so but we think those stay at home
guards might come out on wet days to relieve us and let
us go home awhile, that is till the rain is over. I mean
the young men who have time and could have come as
well as not.
Well Minie dearest this is a funny letter. I have an idea
and I expect you will smile when you read it and I want
you to understand that though the day is wet and I just
came off guard I am in a tolerable good humor. Why, I
can hardly tell but I reckon it is on account of your dear
little letters. Well you could not exhaust my patience for
I could read a letter from you as long as the book of
Genesis and not get tired. Speaking of being on guard
reminds me that I have had my breakfast and on this
wise I received it. In my duty of patrol guard on last night
there was a boy about 17 or 18 years of age placed in my
charge who had acted indiscreetly on coming into town
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from a visit to the country. This morning the gentleman
had to go to breakfast and as I was eating mine,
consisting of fried bacon, bread, cheese and onions
(green onions) I was informed that he was ready to go. I
crammed my half uneaten lunch into my haversack to
finish it when I returned. After a walk of several squares
we arrived at his residence, a plain looking brick building
but inwardly reflecting taste and good order. After I had
been in the house a short time breakfast was announced
and it was insisted by both mother and son that I should
take breakfast with them. After attempting to excuse
myself on the plea that I had my breakfast in my
haversack I sat down and partook of a bountiful meal of
ham and eggs, corn bread, biscuits, milk, tea &c. During
the time that elapsed while we were eating I found out
that the Madame was a Kentuckian and seemed to think
that we ought not fight against the south.
She had one son in the army and seemed heartily
tired of the war and wished that if the Federal
government was going to establish its authority that it
would be done quickly. I could but re-echo this
sentiment for I cannot be at ease of mind till I rejoin
you again my dear love. I promised to show the lad all
necessary kindness, saw him well situated and
promised to see him again before I finally left town. As
patrol guard I promenaded the streets of town a great
deal on yesterday and the more I see of town the more
I am impressed with its beauty and pleasantness.
Well my dear I am well and have written regularly all
the while from three to five days apart so that if you have
not heard from me it has been the fault of the mails and
not mine. I hope you will get all my letters. Well my dear
I heretofore have forgotten to say that roses and many
other kind of flowers have been in bloom ever since we
have been here. I have no idea that they are so beautiful
as yours nor so sweet as you are but they furnish a
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variety from the dull routine that surrounds camp life
and adds a degree of freshness to what otherwise would
be barrenness. I am here led to use a remark that I
overheard and it is true most certainly, "that to read
about a battle and its daring deeds and to live in canvas
houses all sounds very well, but to realize them is quite
a different thing." The poetry of war is to read its
history but the "reality" robs war of all its interest.
Well dearest I have written you a rambling letter and
probably it will fail to interest you. But I will still write
every few days and of this be assured, you have my
full and unbounded affection, increasing if possible
every day of our painful separation. In the meantime
my sweet Minie keep your coinage bright till the day of
deliverance. Live as becomes a daughter of God & of
your good parents. Love and esteem them by a studied
obedience to their wishes and forget not your sisterly
love to your brothers and little sisters.
Now my dearest I must bid you goodbye for a few days
and then I will advise you again of what occurs. Write
soon dearest and advise me of all that occurs.
My kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & the family.
Address as formerly.
I am with the greatest respect your sincerely
affectionate Husband Harrie.
Camp Taylor
Huntsville, Alabama
April 24th, 1862
My sweet wife,
Just coming off guard I will improve an idle hour in
the pleasant pas- time of speaking to you through the
medium of the pen, and though so few days have
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elapsed and so little of interest has occurred since I
wrote last that I have no anticipations of finishing the
letter today. Indeed my mind seems utterly barren of
thought so that I will surprise myself if I am able in
writing anything that will in the least interest you, my
sweet little dear. But as that is the ostensible object I
must comply the best I know how and use the utmost
of my zeal in that behalf. Now my dear I almost fear
you will say of me what I used to say of my brother
John, that he used at least half his paper in writing
excuses but the fact is I am afraid that even my excuses
will not excuse my lack of interest.
The beauty that surrounds me as I am writing, for I am
seated under the shady boughs of a cedar almost half a
mile from camp, reminds me of a pleasant walk I had a
few evenings since, when I sauntered from camp winding
my way up the bank of the pleasant little creek on which
our camp is located. I have not had fancy enough yet to
inquire its name but I will do so when convenience offers.
This stream seems to thread its way through a
beautiful plain and the land contiguous is seemingly as
level as the surface of the placid waters of the creek. I
but wish you could see a sight like that on either side of
it. I am sure that you would pronounce it beautifully
grand.
Small but pleasant cottages are studded thickly over
the plain while the ornaments, which seem like a
necessary appendage to all homes, gives the whole the
appearance of a rural village. The common immediately
along the creek with its herds of sheep and cattle grazing
presented such an appearance as a poet might delight in
or an artist might wish to paint. Here and there I stopped
to look at a strange tree or to pluck a rare flower for
"Many flowers unknow[n] / Stood in my pathway there,"
and thus in contemplation or in conversation with
nature I passed a very agreeable hour, only wanting you
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sweet Minie to have made my walk perfectly congenial.
All the beauty around me together with the quiet
demeanor made me al- most believe against my own
senses that war scenes had never approached near or
that the human pulse had never beaten differently from
what now characterizes it.
In speaking of Alabama a citizen of an adjoining county
informed me that this was the garden spot of North
Alabama and that Huntsville owes its importance to the
fact that its location is as healthy as it is beautiful, and
that it is a place of much fashionable resort. It looked
very like a garden as I walked abroad with its flowers and
fields of grain, now in head, promising a good harvest if
rust does not destroy it, which I am told it does more or
less every year.
I brought my walk to a close after I had gone near a
mile where several boys were fishing and by their
cheerful demeanor I came to the conclusion that they
did not care whether the war lasted or not. I could not
help wishing that all were as innocent of doing the
country a wrong as they. With innocence like theirs
there is no discrimination. They mix as readily with us
as they do of their own citizens.
Well my dear I cannot but smile at the enormous
retrenchment that has taken place here in your sex. You
must excuse me, I mean in crinoline. Whether the stock
of hoops is exhausted or that they are considered as
contraband of war or that it has been a patriotic
retrenchment remains to be known. At all events the
outfit of a lady in these parts has grown beautifully less.
Perhaps hoops were considered a Union fashion and if
so there are yet a few Unionists here for some still adhere
to the famous custom.
Well my dear I have exhausted my stock nonsense and
you will now have to wait till tomorrow or next day for
the rest of this letter and I hope by that time to get one
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from you.
Oh yes dearest I think the specimen of your dress
you sent me will make a nice gown (that is the part
you did not send me.) I consider your selection one of
taste and hope to be home in time to see you wear it. I
yet cannot say definitely when I will be home but as
soon as I can go I will not delay a moment.
April 26
Dear Minie,
Without any special subject in view I resume my pen
this morning in order that I may send this letter by the
earliest mail. I have no definite idea when we will get any
mail and until then we cannot know what is going on in
the outside world.
One thing we do know that is the rebels are threatening
our position here but we have no thought that they will
attack us, We have a front defense here along the
Memphis & Charleston R.R. of upwards of one hundred
miles and we will necessarily have to contract our line of
defense if attacked.
In pursuance of this plan the Eighth Brigade
stationed at Tuscumbia under the command of acting
General Turchin7 had to fall back to Decatur where the
R.R. crosses the Tennessee River. If the troops have to
fall back any further the bridge will be burned as
everything is prepared for the emergency. We have no
fears for the safety of this place and have no idea that
the rebels will risk an encounter with us although they
outnumber us considerably.
We have had a considerable fall of rain within the last
week which has swollen the streams & rendered our
camp muddy and disagreeable. However a few hours
of the warm sunshine generally dries up the mud and
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renders us cheerful and the earth dry enough to be
agreeable.
The rebels at this place are very confident that they can
hold Corinth and keep our army in check. They are also
skeptical in reference to our recent victor[ie]s especially
at Pea Ridge in Arkansas and at Island 10. 8 This is owing
to the fact that their press is not permitted to publish
any news of a discouraging nature. They claim victories
where they suffered the most flagrant defeats and by this
system of lying they seduce the minds of the people at
home to believe that they are on the high road of gaining
an easy independence. But the day will soon come when
the least semblance of an army will be broken up and
then they must surrender at discretion or be hunted
down like wild beasts of the desert.
One thing I am glad of, that is our own state that has
suffered so much from the numerous camps is
effectually cleaned out of Rebel forces and I hope ere long
that peace will be so restored that there will be no need
of any armed force within her borders, If these Gulf
states but suffered as Kentucky has then they would
reap, in my opinion, as they have sown. But where
Kentucky has suffered spoliation there, these states
have been protected, and nowhere has camp
discipline been so strict as it has been ever since we
left her borders.
If Tilford Bruner9 is in the 21st Regiment, Ky. Vol.
he is still in Nashville. Or was there at last account.
I wish they were at this place for I have no doubt
that I could find quite a number of acquaintances
in the ranks.
Stevenson, Jackson Co., Alabama
May 1st, '62
You perceive dear Minie that I am no longer at
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Huntsville that has abounded with my praises
heretofore and that almost a week has passed since I
wrote the former part of this letter. Stevenson is about
50 miles N.E. of Huntsville and is at the junction of
the Memphis & Charleston and Nashville and
Chattanooga Railroads. This is a small town and the
country around is mostly hilly though the valleys
between the hills are pretty and very fertile. We came
42 miles by R.R. and 8 miles on foot. At present we are
quartered in houses, our tents being left behind. We
have not retreated from Huntsville but merely moved
a few regiments here while the bridges in this locality
are repaired and also to guard the Railroad.
I was at church on last Sunday and was delighted
to sit in a regular church and hear preaching. I
worshiped at the Presbyterian Church which is a
very fine church building and the sermon was an
elaborate and unexceptional discourse.
The scenery about here and between here and
Huntsville is fine in the extreme and there is an
endless variety between the hills and mountains, to
use the extravagant language of the citizens, with
their dark green foliage and the pleasant valleys
with their fertile fields with waving grain & excellent
pasturage. We have taken about 50 prisoners here
in several skirmishes and others are being brought
in daily. I received a letter from brother Mike10 and
he and his family are well.
I have written this darling in a hurry as I expect to
go on guard shortly but in a few days I will look
around and then I will write again. I hope to hear
from you soon and to get some papers. Direct H.A.
Smith In care of Capt. Ewing, Co, D, 21st Reg. O.V.,
Mitchell's Division, via Nashville, Tenn. Goodbye
dear till I again write. I am forever your affectionate
Husband, Harrie
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Let no consideration keep you from your duty to
God and to your good parents. Remember me in
your prayers.
Your Harrie
Camp Taylor
Huntsville, Alabama
May 6th, 1862
My very dear wife,
I once more seat myself to write you a letter to inform
you of my doings, whereabouts &c. I have just returned
from the funeral of one of the soldiers of this regiment.
We buried him with military honors and l had the sad
office of Pallbearer the occasion.11
At the conclusion of my last letter you found me at
Stevenson about 50 miles N.E. from this city. Hardly had
we become comfortably situated there and just at dark
we received orders to return to this place saying that the
rebels had affected the passage of the Tennessee River in
large force.12 Now as we were too late to chase the rebels
at Stevenson we concluded that a fine chance would
present itself there. But fate willed it otherwise, the
rebels were defeated before we came here and fell back
to the other side of the river.
We are gradually becoming masters of our position and
though the rebels were closing in upon us the only thing
that resulted from it was the loss of some mail matter
&c, together with a few prisoners.
Our Capt. who was at home on a furlough (to get
married) came back on last Saturday and as he made the
acquaintance of Morgan at Pulaski, Tenn. he was very
unpleasantly told that he was a prisoner of war. Capt.
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Ewing however was a good match for Morgan. The latter
was presented with a huge bouquet of rare flowers and
this our Cap. stole from him and would have taken his
sword but it would not go into his trunk which Morgan
politely refrained from examining. He was allowed to
keep his side arms and is now a paroled prisoner
expecting to be exchanged in a short time.13 I was on
picket duty on yesterday and heard what I reckon is the
waking up of the mind. The people here are beginning to
place the cause of these troubles on the right ones and
as these sentiments prevail the cause of rebel insanity
must inexorably be forever ruined.
This morning a national salute was fired in honor of
the triumph of our armies in Virginia and New Orleans
and Madame Rumor says that Mobile and Memphis have
also fallen.14 I know that they will and it is only a
question of time but I do not believe they are ours yet. I
am anxious to hear the news and feel that we are sadly
behind the times here. Any paper received here a week
after its publication is considered late news and read
with the greatest avidity.
I am glad you have received my miniature as by it you
see my homely visage as I appear in my regimentals. Now
I want you to stop saying that your face is ugly won't you
my dear? We are not encamped where we were before we
went to Stevenson as our present encampment is upon a
beautiful Schoolhouse lawn, pleasantly shaded and just
at the outskirts of town.15 We are once more policemen as
the people here were not satisfied with any other than
Col. Norton for Marshall and the 21st Reg. for guards.
Before we went away the citizens presented a petition
numerously signed to Gen. Mitchell asking him to leave
the 21st Reg. here as permanent guards. This is under the
force of circumstances and if we were in the power of
rebeldom I have no doubt that they would see us
comfortably in prison. But you see the grand game is
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about to be played out and the race to the ruin of many is
almost run and even the most arrant rebels (women
excepted) are forced to respect us.
I was present with a squad of prisoners on Sunday last
when a number of ladies called upon them, bringing
flowers, edibles &c at the same time enjoining upon them
to be good rebels, I believe I am safe in saying that if Jeff.
Davis, Beauregard, or half of organized rebeldom had been
there they could not have confirmed so much treason as
these incognito traitors did!
I am credibly informed that the soldiers of this section are
heartily tired of this war and would come home if they
could.
There is another that would do the same thing,
dearest, and will seek every convenience to do so. This I
would do not because the cause has become distasteful,
or the labor too irksome, but to gratify you and to attend
to those duties that now seem necessary to be done at
home.
I have spoken of this vale as being beautiful-a garden. It
must be in such times as this that it might be termed a "vale
of tears" for surely in the absence of war this delightful spot
must be nought but an Edenlike place where joy introduces
the morning & refined pleasure dismisses the day, but for
all this I would prefer Kentucky, the home of my love.
The people here are experiencing the folly of their ways.
When the rebels threatened our wings at Decatur &
Stevenson and we sent reinforcements to each place from
here the rebel women would call out from their doors
"Good bye Yankees" and other such epithets thinking
that we were retreating but to their astonishment no
doubt we are here yet and will remain so unless driven
away and it will take 25000 men to do that. The men here
became so violent in their expressions that Gen. Mitchell
ordered them to go instantly to their houses or he would
cannonade the town. This was the state of affairs when
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we came from Stevenson and under the circumstances
we assume the police duties of the town, and we will
succeed.
Last night at midnight we were called from our beds to
repel an imaginary attack but it was a false alarm. There is
something so particularly unpleasant in being called out at
night from a warm bed into the chilly air and stand probably
an hour to see whether there is any reality in the alarm or
not, that once satisfied anyone for a lifetime, yet these
things are getting uncomfortably frequent with us now
in this hot bed of secession.
Well dearest, I have forgotten to say that I am real
well and indeed I never enjoyed better health. I want
to hear from you soon again. I reckon Morgan got one
of your sweet letters that should have been mine. The
last one was dated the 23rd ult, the one before the 8th
ult. Send me some [Louisville] Commercials.
Now my sweet darling, do not neglect your faithful
obedience to your Creator & to your good kind
parents. Let your daily prayers arise to God for our
entire safety from sinfulness and for our wellbeing in
this life. Be a kind affectionate sister to your brothers
and sisters. I have nothing more at present.
Write soon. Your faithful and affectionate Husband,
Harrie
Camp Jackson near Nashville, Tenn
March 15th 1862
My dear wife,
I embrace a moment of leisure to write you a few lines
expressive of my state of feelings at this time & c. I am
well as usual bodily but depressed and sad mentally.
With victory everywhere crowning our banners. I am now
weighed down with grief. She to whom I owe my existence
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and cared for me through all my infantile years is no
more.16
I received the notice on last evening in a letter from my
brother stating that she died on the 6 th inst between
eleven and twelve o-clock. Now that I am motherless, all
the past seems to rush into my mind. Many a time when
by my wild freaks I merited chastizening that kind
mother shielded me from harm. Many a time when I,
careless of myself, would have run into exposure a kind
mother ever ready would be present to give me good
advice. Often she would share with me what would be
most acceptable to herself. Now this kind and indulgent
mother has passed away. My brother writes that we must
not take it too much to heart, as our loss is her gain and
we must look forward to a meeting beyond this world of
trouble in a world where there is no separating.
Oh, my mother! Would that I could have had but the
sad consolation of receiving her dying blessing and of
dropping tears of grief upon the clay that conceals her
sacred remains.
But she is gone from me forever and day after day as I
awake from my slumber it is with the sad recollection
that I am no longer blessed with my mother's good
counsel. The thought has occurred to me that it was well
for me if I could bury in oblivion the recollection that I
had lost my kind & good mother. But no if every
thought cost a thousand pangs keener than so many
darts, I would not tear from my mind the recollection
of the many good and kind deeds of my mother. I have
always had the thought that I could bear almost any
loss better than the loss of my mother and Sweet Minie
as I am stricken with grief at my loss I have been so
selfish as to intimate that I alone am the loser in this
sad calamity. I know the blow will even reach you my
dove, but on account of your slight acquaintance you
cannot experience my loss but you can sympathize
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with me.
Now my darling I must have a share of the love and
advice of your good and kind mother and she must have
the place my own dear mother so recently occupied in
my affections.
The extent of this love can only be second to that which
shall always be yours my darling.
But I must dismiss this sad subject for the present and
I next introduce one, which has been conducive of
profound regret and alarm. It is with reference to the
message of President Lincoln. 17 If the matter introduced
goes no further it is well, but you may be sure darling
that before I go south for the purpose of subjugating
state to the injury or destruction of my own states I will
go back to Kentucky and assist in stopping her bleeding
wounds, but I am in hopes and I firmly believe that we
will soon enjoy peace and harmony again and if we are
blessed with wise and prudent men as representatives
we can live as in years gone by. But if madness or wild
insanity prevails and wakes bitter animosity & once
causes strife between the sections then I am prepared to
say that the north and the south cannot live together any
more. What is the opinion of Mr. Potts as to the nearapproach of the end of the war? I rest firmly in the belief
that soon this foolish war will close and we will be united
again as we were five months ago.
As far as I have observed the marks of the destroyers
are not so prevalent here as in Kentucky. Every effort is
being made to keep the property of citizens inviolate and
as far as I have seen there is no discrimination for
opinion sake. With a governmental policy like this, if the
estranged affections of the people cannot be enlisted
then indeed we may give up the contest, but already the
salutary effect may be seen and from the election returns
it will be seen that the majority of the people of the state
are still for the union notwithstanding the secession
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papers asserted the contrary. Tennessee will soon be
entirely redeemed from rebel rule.
Since I wrote last we were once more out on picket duty
and the position we occupied was extremely critical. We
went about two miles in advance of any other picket
guard and as there were only two company's of us we
were in some danger being surrounded and taken but
the night passed off without any alarm and morning
appeared wet and gloomy and since then up to this the
weather has been rather wet but warm and agreeable.
Wet weather as I have said is most disagreeable to the
soldier in camp. This is a world of mishaps and as
spirits take their flight from this to another world it is
but the severance of bonds that bind us to this world
and which will prove ties to draw our hearts affections
upon our heavenly homes. Oh, Minie it seems I cannot
forbear writing of this dire calamity, and you must
excuse me as it is but the flow of thought and the
natural expression of a heart that beats in accordance
with a heart temporarily absent but seemingly
present. I ask you sweet wife to sacredly keep mother's
miniature for my sake so that I can still look upon the
face of her who cared so well for me. She was about
60 years of age.
I am about to part with my old and faithful musket and
I can hardly reconcile myself the loss. I have kept it
bright as when I left home and for a long time it was
pronounced the prettiest gun in the regiment by the
adjutant. Now there are several companies armed with
bright muskets. Tomorrow we will exchange our muskets
for French rifles,18 a very effective gun, and as we are to
have an advanced position we will use them if an
opportunity occurs.
By the way, there seems very little probability that the
rebels will show us much fight in this quarter. But I must
close this imperfect letter. I enclose $5.00, in my next I
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will send you more. I wish you to tell me when you receive
this as well as the five I sent in my former letter if it came
to hand. Write very soon and often sweetest one, give my
love to Mr. and Mrs. Potts and the family.
Kiss Ninnie & Kate19 for me and tell Annie that she
must be a good little girl and see how good she can read
when I get home. I am not forgetful of Bennie and Middie
and I hope they too will have improved in scholarship.
Nerve your heart my darling a few short weeks yet and I
hope to be restored to you. Direct via L and Nashville R.
R.
Your affectionate Harrie
Camp Van Buren near
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
March 24, 1862
My Dear Wife,
I once more embrace a moment of leisure to write you
a line to inform you and all the rest where I am and what
we are doing & c. We marched from camp Jackson on
the morning of the 18th inst. and by a circuitous route
we came to this place on the morning of the 21 st.
The reason of our being compelled to go by a round
about course was owing to several bridges being
destroyed by the renegade Morgan20 of Lexington, Ky.
During the forenoon of the second and third mornings
of our march we were exposed to a drenching rain.
Since we came here the "clerk of the weather" has
shown himself considerably by having a very cold
spell. It has snowed a very little almost every day and
altogether it has been very disagreeable indeed and I
may fail in writing you an interesting letter my dear, if
so you must excuse me on account of cold weather.
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My first theme will be the description, or what I shall
intend as a partial delineation of what I have seen of
middle Tennessee.
The country between here and Nashville must
certainly be the most delightful in this state, and if it
becomes any better or prettier, I may eventually be
compelled to say that it exceeds even central Ky. The
style of building, though it is very tasteful and chaste,
is not so substantial as in Jessamine and Fayette
Counties. After traversing a delightful turnpike road
for the distance of ten miles we made a tum to the right
at an angle of about thirty degrees, while on our left
might be seen a wide scope of country which, had it
been drawn according to nature, would have
immortalized any painter of scenery. Imagine yourself
my dear Minie standing upon a slight elevation, and
receding from you by a gentle declivity were fields
needing only the touch of nature's green with here and
there, a "lowing kine", and beasts of burden too, while
intermingled were groves of cedar and other trees of
many variety. As if to finish the picture so that even
the adept in artistic skill could find no objection. At
each end were placed elevations having shady groves
and pleasant walks, resplendent in all that could
satisfy him who seeks for nature's poetry. But still not
content with so fine a picture another touch of the
pencil must be added ere it is considered complete, or
left for man to behold. Beyond the elevations before
alluded to as if to shade the fancy picture in our front,
lay a ridge or small mountain, seemingly about the
height of Chestnut ridge which you will recollect of
seeing while you were in Pennsylvania. From the
General to the private all had to look and feast the
vision upon this picture. One time only before had I
seen a landscape so fine and varied, and nothing that
man can make can possibly fill the mind with such
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emotions, and no eloquence can stir up the mind so
sensibly to the fact that the maker of all these things is
our heavenly father. Shortly after the scenes just
narrated, we entered a grove of timber, and then
another scene of grandeur met our view. For the
distance of two miles the trees approached the side of
the road, and with their overhanging branches of
evergreen formed almost a canopy while as far as the
vision carried us we could see a moving mass of men
and teams, while the intervening distance disclosed a
real pretty little town, delightfully nestling among the
numerous cedars- (as if to hide its handsome
appearance) bearing the poetical name of Laverne.
With such ornaments and unexceptionable country in
fertility- who can say else than it is a delightful country
to live in.
We encamped at night by the side of the first cotton
field we had yet seen in our march. But on the next day
field after field was passed, and now I should judge we
are in the center of the cotton region of middle Tennessee
and I had no idea that there was so much raised in the
entire state as I have seen in the last twenty miles.
The country seems very prolific in everything that
central Ky. abounds in, in addition to the cotton, and in
richness it is evidently as good and in some instances I
think much better. The houses in the country are mostly
of wood, though brick houses do not infrequently occur.
The style of building is of a peculiar kind which I
denominated Southern.
Murfreesboro is a pleasant town situated on the
Stone River, in the midst of a most delightful country,
having railroad communications with the principal
cities of the state. It was for a number of years the
capital of the state but it owes its chief importance to
the productive region with which it is surrounded. Our
camp is surrounded with pleasant fields and groves,
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while the blooming trees & flowers despite the cold
gives it a pleasant appearance. We are about two miles
from town and are engaged in repairing the bridges
over the river, which our vandalic opponents burned.
This will occupy us for some time and Madam rumor
says we will not go any further, as there is every
indication of a general caving-in of the rebels. But I am
not one to be seduced by such ideas and I bide the
time, believing however that ere long this hateful war
will come to a final end.
Well my dear I have not received a word from you for
some time-but as there will be a mail today I hope it
will carry at least one sweet letter from you and some
papers. News of an outside character is so exceedingly
scarce that papers half a month old are read with an
avidity, showing our destitution in that line.
Personally I am well as usual and in the enjoyment of
fine spirits when I contemplate the near proximity to
the end of the war, and the happy meeting we will have
when we can enjoy each other's society. One thing
more and then I will cease writing for the present. I
earnestly beg a continued interest in your kind prayers
as well as that of the church. Forget me not at night
and when you rise, and when you are in the sanctuary
of God. Be unceasing in your duties to your God. Be
kind and very obedient to your parents, and faithful to
your brothers and sisters. By doing so you will make
yourself happy and happify those around you.
Now my dear I will bid you adieu for a time, promising
to write again before many days. Hoping in the meantime
to hear from you. Write your address:
H. A. Smith
In care of Capt Ewing
Co. D. 21st Reg. O.V.
via & Nashville R.R.
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Or via Nashville Tenn
I am forever your affectionate Husband Harrie
Camp Van Buren
Near Murfreesboro, Tenn.
March 28th, 1862
My Very Dear Wife,
Although not a week has passed since I last wrote in
accordance with your request I resume my pen to
inform you of passing events, and by consulting my
stock of items I must confess, it looks like a failuresure. By placing credence upon camp rumors, I might
furnish an abundance of subjects. These rumors
record and confirm some of the most absurd notions to
which your Jayhawker story does not furnish even an
example. One day peace is about declared and next the
(bogus) tidings come that we will have to stay for forty
years if the war lasts so long & c. Yesterday the rumor
was afloat that our army on the Potomac had gained
a brilliant victory, today they sustained a disastrous
defeat by the same source.
I rely solely for information upon newspapers and
headquarters announcements and these come few &
far between. Occasionally I am led to consult my own
judgment upon the conclusion of all these troubles
and I am safe in saying the beams of peace or
adjustment are beginning to be apparent.
This state I believe is as thoroughly rebel as any with
perhaps two or three exceptions. And the people here
say that "they wish that the war was settled in one way
or the other." Now this is a tacit acknowledgement that
should it be decided in favor of the old government they
will be satisfied. I will be much surprised if Governor
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Johnston21 will find much or any difficulty in restoring
the state to its allegiance.
Another reason for believing that the war is
approaching a focus is the avidity in which the Federal
currency is taken by the citizens, while they either
refuse their own or take it at a vicious discount. The
frequency of desertions from the rebel army may be
adduced as another reason. Small as these promises may
be, it shows that the rebel pulse does not beat with that
confidence it did but three or four months ago. Take
courage darling Minie the promise of a brighter day is ours,
and that the day of promise is not far distance is each day
becoming more and more apparently. Patiently live in hope
dearest for a few days more and then I will come to you.
You spoke dearest about Morgan having Gen. Mitchell in
his power. The opposite is the fact.22 Gen M had fairly
entrapped Morgan and the latter hoisted a white flag, and
produced a prisoner to be exchanged. Of course Gen M
could not hold him a prisoner as he bore a flag of truce. It
is general supposed that Morgan intended to capture a large
number of our teams, but upon discovering that they were
full of soldiers he had necessarily to alter the plan of
operations.
Morgan is bold and wary but he will run against a snag
some day that will make it all day with him (or all night
perhaps).
You spoke of a rose bush which was already blooming. It
is doubtless a treasure as they are very rare. Take care of it
but take still better care of "my rose" for surpasses all others
in every way. You have given your shrub a real pretty name
and I hope it may be constantly in bloom, reminding you
that as constant as the beauty of the rose, so constant is
the Union in its protection to its subjects. But dearest I am
not unaware that this letter is a dry and uninteresting one
to you but as nothing transpires in camplife, except a
regular routine of business- which you style nothing.
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Believing that you do not know what we do each day I
will relate to you our daily duties. First we have regular
guard duty occurring every ten or fifteen days. This takes
twenty-four hours and unfits him for duty by losing sleep
for the next day. At five o'clock we are called from our beds
to roll call & to prepare for breakfast. From ten to twelve
we drill. Next is dinner then from two to four is afternoon
drill. At five we have dress parade & after supper is roll
call. This divides the day in such a measure that by the
time you rightly begin to write you are called to the
performance of duty so that the opportunities of writing
are not so abundance as you supposed. Besides we are
now engaged in building a couple of bridges to build
which will take us several days more, and the details to
this work are very numerous.
The weather has become warm and already the
vegetable world feels the effect of a warm and genial sun.
It seems strange that such a beautiful country and such
a vigorating atmosphere can be, and yet our country is
humiliated to the dust by the war demon in our midst.
May God in his justice break up this cruel strife as his
wisdom will decide to be equitable and just to both
sections, so that peace may be established again.
My health is good as usual, but, with the spring songsters
making even the atmosphere pregnant with joyous sounds,
it makes me chafe to be once more free to return to you that
I may enjoy the sweets of your presence, the encouragement
of the conversation and the congeniality of domestic life.
But when the wants of my country come up and demand
my service, I am compelled to acknowledge the justness of
its demands and sacrifice all the pleasures consequent
upon a release from service. Be brave and firm my love my
Minie till I come, be obedient to your parents and perform
their wishes, be kind to your brothers and sisters. Let your
first and last thoughts each day be fixed upon that God who
sustains us even to the last moment of life, and while you
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offer your adorations to him do not forget me in your sweet
murmurings of prayer.
Kiss Ninnie and Kate for me and remember me to all. My
kindest wishes for Mr. and Mrs. Potts & family. Don't forget
to send me newspapers.
Direct via Nashville, Tenn.
Your affectionate Husband Harrie
Camp Van Buren near
Murfreesboro Tenn
April 2nd 1862
My very dear wife,
I write this letter not because I have anything
especially of interest to communicate to you. But in
commemoration of our union, which you well recollect
one year ago this day occurred. One source of sadness
only, mars my joy and that is that I am unable to
celebrate the first anniversary of that union which gives
me so much happiness in your sweet and endearing
society. But as Fate has decreed it otherwise we must
each make the best of it biding our time that these cruel
troubles will soon cease and we be allowed peacefully to
journey through life. I am sorry to say that one of my
military family has fallen a victim to disease & death. He
died on the morning of the 29th and was buried on the
same day near nightfall.
His disease was inflammation of the brain occasioned by
being de- tailed for duty too soon after his recovery from a
former sickness. His name was William Henry Bordner of
Wood County Ohio. He had many noble characteristics, and
was an industrious man, but I am sorry to say like too many
in the army, he was profane and sometimes vulgar in his
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conversation. I can only add a passage reputed to
David. "May God have called him like a wanderer
home."
I carved his initials on a board to be placed at his
head. Thus W. H.B. 21st O.V. Co. D. He reposes far
from his friends and home, but there is one parting
consolation that he died at his post, and like a true
soldier he fell at the van of the host, a voluntary
sacrifice to the cause of his count ry.23
The weather here is very dry and warm, and if it were
not for a fine breeze we should now be enjoying a real
summer atmosphere.
As it is, some persist in saying that it is as warm as
harvest time in Ohio. I do not suffer as yet from heat
though I do not expect to escape it after while. We will
leave here in the course of a few days, so says Madame
rumor, but as the bridges we have been building are
about to be finished I cannot see what will keep us
longer than a few days more.
One march will be in the direction of Chattanooga
but as there are several damaged or burned bridges
between this place & that it will fall our lot to repair
them, as we are the pioneers or advanced troops on
this road.
The forests are beginning to assume the verdure
consequent upon spring and right welcome will it be to
all of us, who have been immured in muslin houses all
winter, to now look out upon woods and fields clothed in
green. But more welcome will be the intelligence that the
war is ended and we are to turn our faces homeward.
Minie I long so much to see you that I suppose you
must send me your pretty face in return for the one I
send you in this mail. If this one goes safely through
you will have your soldier, but I reckon you will be
disappointed in my not having a beard when I had it
taken. I became disgusted with my beard long since
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and go without. Tell me what you think of the picture,
and whether uniform improves my appearance or not.
I neglected to say in my last letter that I received your
letter so that I have now had two sweet little letters
from you since I came here and also four papers from
the 17th to the 20th ult. These afforded me much
pleasure in reading as they occupied my otherwise idle
hours.
In my next I will send you five dollars and so on for
several weeks. I would send it all at once but thereby I
would lose all if robbed. This mode will insure the safety
of a part at least. I presume the state-money due me for
the last school I taught can soon be drawn, if so have it
drawn and if you do not need it give it into your father's
care as well as this I send you from time to time.
Minie dearest do not think hard of my protracted
stay and believe it is a necessary absence for I have not
changed my mind as to the necessity of my being thus
cut off from the society of those I love, and for whom I
have endured a winter residence in tents and laid even
life at the service of my country. But dearest think not
that for a moment I have experienced any joy in my
new relation for even after the din of battle had ceased at
Ivy and we were the victorious possessors of the field, it
was a sad sight to see the sons of Kentucky slaughtered
by those who were a few months before equally the sons
of Kentucky.
With these feelings I will hail the day when my country
shall say that I have done all required of me, and even
before the war is ended if I can be honorably discharged
or if I can get a substitute I will joyfully set out on my
return to the object of my love, my own sweet Minie. How
gladly then would I return to the state of my adoption
there to abide.
So keep a good heart my darling and pray that this war
may come to an early end. God alone can avert the
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destruction of our land and nation and to him we must
lift up our hearts and pray.
Well Minie dear I will not weary you with more of this
uninteresting writing and you must please excuse my
palpable want of interest and probably I will be better
able to write you something of interest next time. I am
very slightly indisposed but I home to be well by
tomorrow.
Direct via Nashville Tenn to your ever affectionate
Husband Harrie PS. Give my love to Mr. & Mrs. Potts &
family. Be very kind obedient to your parents brothers &
sisters & write soon to your Harrie.
Camp Harrison near
Shelbyville Tenn
April 8th, 1862
My very dear wife,
I embrace a moment of leisure to address you a letter,
which I would have done on yesterday, but I was detailed
to go on guard, consequently I had to defer writing till
now.
Since my last we have made another advance and
we are now fifty-five miles south east of Nashville and
twenty-five from Murfreesboro.
On the morning of the 4th inst we set out from Camp
Van Buren and had it not been for a drenching rain
we would have enjoyed the march as one of the most
pleasant we have yet made. The land on each side of
the road for the most part was under a high state of
cultivation, but occasionally the forest would form a
bourne on each side of the road, when the overhanging
branches would form a canopy, delightfully cool in
contrast with the vernal rays of sun, which even now
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gives us an occasional touch of summer heat. The
land is more undulating than any I have yet seen in
this state, while an occasional hill is observant in the
distance. Consequently there is more variety of
scenery than on our previous march. Once and again
a bold rocky point would jut out to the roadside and
again the surface would decline into a pleasant plain,
apparently productive to an almost superfously [sic]
extent. Again a palatial residence would peer out amidst
surrounding foliage, while the numerous cabins are
indicative of a large force of servants.
The people generally seem to be busily engaged in
agricultural pursuits, which bespeaks a desire to live,
while the farms farther north are seemingly left to take
care of themselves. This latter fact may be owing to the
circumstance that the people of this county generally are
noted for their firm adherence to the union. Shelbyville
is a fine town fully as large as Murfreesboro though the
buildings throughout are not as handsome as the latter.
Our passage through town was like an ovation. The
people lined the sidewalks and numerous tiny flags were
displayed while the "hurrahs" for the Union were
frequent, all indicative of a loyal constancy to that union
for which we have sacrificed our present enjoyment in
hopes of a future peace and quietude. So mote it be.
Well dear Minie we are once more in camp though I have
not the least idea that we will stay here more than a day or
two more, this adduction I arrive at from the fact that there
is nothing doing here, and there has not been any armed
rebels in this vicinity for some weeks. Our next destination
will be Decatur, Huntsville or some other point in Alabama.
On last Sunday I in company with one of my messmates
went into the country and when I saw the smiling fields,
and delightful forests, waving their branches on which was
the first verdure of spring. All these rejoicing in the vernal
rays of the sun, seemingly brighter because I was out from
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the restraints of camp life. When I saw these things I asked
the question whether it was possible for war- hatefulinterencine [sic] war to be tearing at even the vitals of this
beautiful country. Soon the distant booming of a gun or the
long roll of the drum awakened us to a remembrance of the
fact. It would be a matter of impossibility for me to describe
my feelings while I was thus enjoying my freedom. Suffice it
to say that as by a natural impulse I was led on till I had
gone probably five miles by the circuitous route I traversed.
Then I halted at a neat looking farm house and after
conversing awhile we were invited to take dinner which we
accepted most willingly, as a "home made dinner" is quite
an improvement on our patent ones in camp. I did not ask
my friends whether they were for the union or not but from
their general conversation they would be satisfied to enjoy
the peace we once enjoyed, at almost any price. I almost
forgot to say that my hosts were from our own state Ky and
seemed much pleased to hear that I was from the same
state. I came very near finding a friend the other day as were
about four miles back from here. A gentleman & lady, about
middle aged in life, inquired if Harry Smith was in the
company, and [page missing]
...so darling Minie you must not forget to write regularly.
I depend a great deal upon you and your sweet advices.
My kindest remembrances to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & the
family.
Let me know of everything that passes of
importance. I hope to be home soon and then assist in
the labors in which others are striving and I seem to
be doing nothing.
Do not forget your duties dear Minie to your God and
to your parents. Honor and act in obedience to the
desires of your kind parents, and be a gentle and
affectionate sister as you are a good and kind wife. Oh
my dear I so much long for the end of these troubles that
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I may enjoy your sweet society once more. I hope you
have received my miniature and that if an opportunity
presents itself that you will send me yours unless the
war will end very soon.
Direct as before Via Nashville to your
Affectionate and ever loving Husband Harrie
Athens Alabama
May 27th 1862
My very dear wife,
I again embrace a leisure moment to write to you
though it is only a few days since I wrote before. Just
as we were about leaving Huntsville on yesterday, a
mail came in and as usual I was one of the lucky ones,
as I received your letter of the 12 th inst dated at
Lexington. Your letters are always so welcome to mebut this last though kind, was so formal, that I have
reflected much upon its contents. In the first place you
complain of being so very sleepy that you would not
remain awake, so as to write any more than it took you
to write the short letter you sent, but your promise to
write again in a few days which will answer the
purpose very well, next you say "that you do not
receive letters near so frequent as you used to" and
you do not like that way of doing." In this you do me
great injustice as I write once in every five or six days,
and if you do not get the letters it is in the fault of the
mail or rebels in hindering it and not mine. Oh Minie
do not let the bright joys that surround you lead your
sweet young heart from that spirit of goodness and
encouraging kindness in which you have always
heretofore written. But I am not unaware that loss of
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sleep stultifies the intellect and renders thought very
contracted, and indeed makes one very uncharitable I have experienced all this myself my dear, and with this
thought I will forget the foregoing and look for a bright,
joyous, sweet letter in a few days, and also that miniature
which you were kind enough to have taken for me.
We left Huntsville on yesterday at noon and came here via
the railroad and as the distance is only 35 miles we arrived
here before night.
We will remain here for some time as we are detailed to
garrison this town. There is one other regiment here (the
18th Ohio).
In a former letter I spoke of the country between this town
and Huntsville, and I will not say anything more just now,
except that for this year com is king instead of cotton. Field
after field met our vision and many of these were
plantations in themselves.
To give you an idea of the greatness of these fields I will
only say that they were of all dimensions, from seven
hundred acres down to the half acre lot.
Well I do not wish to assist in the consumption of this
huge monopoly- but hope when the time comes for
garnering it, I will have forever laid aside the
entanglements of strife and equality mixing in the grand
moving mass of peace... and having in my heart "peace
and good will for all men." But before this will be
accomplished I must see what is to be done. The mad
effort of self destruction must be stopped. Brother must
be reconciled to Brother and father to son. States must
be brought back to their allegiance, and armed bands
must be broken up or exterminated and then and not
before will be restored the unity we are now contending
for.
Flag of the free hearts hope and home,
By angel hands to valor given"
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Thy stars have kit the welkin dome
And all thy hues were born in heaven
Forever float that standard sheet!
Where breathes the foe, but falls before us!
With freedom's soil beneath our feet,
And freedom's banner streaming o'er us.
Oh I am happy to state that the president in repudiating
Gen. Hunter's Confiscation act has given unfeigned joy here
throughout the army. Yes we have a president one who is
not a mere instrument in the hands of others to shape as
they would but one who rises above all weakness and
stands out in grand relief. A hero - statesman and patriot.
With this grand foundation of republican Government,
my darling we cannot fail and in the scathing hour of
conflict the finger of God will write victory upon our banners
and success upon our shields. With a mild policy such as
we have had, he that contends against us must do so at
his peril, and his persistence will insure his certain
destruction.
Since I wrote last sweet Minie Company D has
returned and with the exception of a long march very
little was accomplished. They chased the rebels from
Winchester Tenn but they retreated to the mountains
where it was impossible to follow them with safety or
with any promise of success. Capt. Ewing has been
exchanged so he is again commander of company D. I
attended worship on last Sunday and listened to one
of those sweet discourses that makes one think of
home and of those we love. The sermon was delivered
by Mr. Gaddis chaplain of the second Ohio regt.
These sweet sermons are characteristics of the man
for he always preaches that kind. We have no chaplain
now.
The mail agent for this division of the army informed
us that we might expect the mail now three times a week.
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So that we will not be so irregular in reception and
sending of letters as heretofore. We owe a great deal to
Mr. Gaddis for his untiring efforts in getting regularity of
passage for mails. Heretofore we could only send or get
mail when a train with a heavy guard accompanied it.
And it always required 8 days for a train to go from
Huntsville to Columbia Tenn. and return.
Athens is a rural town. The houses being built are large
lots and very few are connected with another. Trees and
shrubbery surround the houses nearly hiding them from
view. So that when viewed from a distance it has as much
the appearance of a forest as a town. Save that here and
there spires rise above the surrounding foliage.
This was an eminently loyal town and only bowed to
rebellion under pressing circumstances. Here the
stars & stripes waved after the state seceded. And now
the flag is restored. We hope never to be lowered again.
The town is about as large as Nicholasville but covers
a larger area of ground.
Well dear Minie you will not be much interested in this
letter I know. But I think I am doing very well. You must
recollect that what is news to me is old to you and it will
not answer for me to tell anything that comes by
newspapers. The newspapers in the mails are mostly
plundered as I do not get many so far only three
packages of papers have reached me of all you sent. And
they were so long on the way that the newsboy had
issued them long before. If we get our mails according to
promise we will get the Journal three days after
publication and the Nashville Union two days after its
issue.
Please sweet Minie do not receive my complaints in the
first part of my letter in a spirit unkindness. As I regret
now that I did not pass it over entirely without saying
anything about it. Believing that you will forgive me I can
sleep sweetly and rest in the assurance of your perfect
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love. I am well as usual and I sincerely hope that you
and all the rest enjoy the same inestimable blessing. I
cannot help thinking about the sad misfortune which
happened to Mr. Potts and from your last letter I am
led to think that the injury was much more severe,
than I inferred from his letter. May the all wise giver
of all things, who can heal the mind and body speedily
restore the wounded limbs to perfect wholeness. In
conclusion dear Sweet Minie cast your care upon your
savior and live in obedience to his just laws.
Obey your parents and God will bless you. Be kind to
your brothers and sisters, remember me to all especially
to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & family who are with me in my
prayers. My first offering to and for you darling.
Remember me in prayers daily. Write often-don't
forget dearest
Direct to Co. D 21st Reg O.V. Mitchell's Division Via
Nashville. Tenn
I am your true and faithful husband Harrie
Fort Ewing Tenn
June 5th 1862
My very sweet wife,
I received your sweet letter postmarked April 24th on
the 2nd inst- and would have written on the same day.
Had I not been busy at work on the fort. But I will
relate more by particularizing. We broke up our camp
at Huntsville on the 27 th ult and went to Athens to
relieve Gen. Turchin's brigade which was detailed for
other duty. There we remained till Sunday when Cos.
D and H were ordered to this place about 12 miles
north of Athens and one mile north of the Alabama
line. Here is where the Railroad crosses the Elk River
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and the bridge was burned sometime ago. The object
of our being here is to guard the Mechanics while they
are reconstructing the bridge. Our whole force does
not exceed two hundred effective men. And as a matter
of safety we have entrenched our camp and rendered
it strong against any attack. By reference to the
enclosed plan you will glean an understanding of our
position and defenses. Being detached from the main
body of the army we fare much better than usual.
Here we can get milk gratuitously and honey at one
dollar per gallon. Vegetables are abundant. Yesterday I
had an extra dinner of clams. They look like oysters only
larger and taste a little more like a fresh fish. I shall pay
my respect to clams often if we stay here- and we have
the promise of doing so till the war ends or till a guard is
unnecessary. We occasionally catch fine fish in the river.
Upon which we feast with the utmost avidity.
Yesterday we met with a sad accident in the loss of one of
our company. He was drowned while bathing. He was a
good soldier and his loss will be keenly felt. This will be a
warning to all inexpert swimmers not to venture beyond
their depth. His body has not been found yet but we expect
to do so during the day. I am very glad that Mr. Potts is
improving and I hope before this time he is entirely well.
This painful accident has caused me to wish often that I
was at home that I might render my services.
I am waiting very patiently for my pretty little wife's
picture. And if you can get Minnie's taken at the same time
I will be so glad. Minie dear I am not quite so far from you
now as when I was at Huntsville and may be I will gradually
go towards you instead of getting further away. We have
heard of the retreat of the Rebels at Corinth and it is
rumored that Gen. McClellan has gained a great victory at
or near Richmond. Which if true will go very far towards
ending the war in that section of country. We have been
used uniformly kind since we have been here- but this
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morning an overseer refused to permit two Negroes to come
and search for the body of the young man that was drowned
so we had to press them. Dear Minie this is a lovely spot
but I hope we will be so far removed from the evils of the
army that we will see none of them. If so I am more than
satisfied in my loneliness.
News is scarce but occasionally a paper finds its way to
this out of the way corner of creation. I cannot think of
anything else to write. Excuse my briefness dearest and
write very soon. Remember your obligations to God and to
your good parents and repay them with your entire
obedience and compliance to their wishes.
Address me as I have given you directions in my last
letters. Be sure to say Mitchell's division or my letters
may be sent to Corinth. Remember with my kindest
wishes to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & family. Hoping to hear from
you very soon I remain till death your faithful and
affectionate Husband
Harrie
Fort Ewing Tenn.
June 11th 1862
My very sweet wife,
Yesterday I received your most welcome letter under date
of June 1st. I intended to have written on yesterday morning
but I was invited to go out on a scout, so I postponed writing
till today. On last Sunday I was selected to go to Pulaski,
a distance of 16 miles, to repair the telegraph which
was obstructed in some way.
We found the wires down about six miles north of this
place. But expecting them cut we went one after
repairing the damage [until] we came to Pulaski [where]
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we found all right. Here it was that Capt. Ewing was
taken prisoner by Morgan. We started back about an
hour before sundown and slept in a cotton house during
the night and arrived in camp about seven o'clock next
morning.
Next day I went again and without anything of
importance occurring we returned to camp about
Meridian. At two o'clock I was detailed by Capt Ewing
to guard the Colonel while he visited the various posts
under his orders. We went per R-Road as far as
Decatur. And then for the first time I saw the
Tennessee River. It is a splendid stream and at that
point about as wide as the Ohio at Cincinnati. A
splendid bridge once spanned the river here but was
destroyed by order of Gen Mitchell when our troops
were withdrawn from Decatur.
Yesterday we were complimented by a visit from Major
Gen Mitchell and Staff. He is a plain blunt man with a
noble caste of countenance which heralds him as hero.
Fort Ewing is to become an important place - it is to be
used as a Depot for supplies for this division. Supplies
are to be hauled here and stored and then shipped
according to requisition. There are some rumors that we
will leave this and go south of the Tennessee River in a
few days. I hope this is not so as I will have to go hence
with regret. We are progressing finely with the bridge and
in two days more we can have about half the distance
across the river completed but the other half will require
much more labor as it will be in the river. And the trestles
will be much higher. In three weeks from this time I judge
the work will be done.
We are having very warm weather here now. Yet for the
last three days there have been breezes which were quite
refreshing- Harvest is about over, the greater part of the
wheat being cut before the 5th of this month. We have
had an abundance of rain here and even more that was
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necessary for the crops. Oats is a failure here. I do not
know whether it is because of much rain or some other
cause. The oats died before heading out. Com looks well
generally but is not half worked. Wheat was rather poor.
Well sweet Minie I reckon you must come here to help
me pick you some Blackberries. They are very plentiful
and are just beginning to get right for use, i.e., ripe.
I am confident that you never saw the like for peaches.
Every bush is full and every fence row and hedge and
thicket and orchard and park abounds in peach trees.
So you see we will not suffer from any lack of fruit. Or
indeed from vegetables of any kind for there is a super
abundance. Young potatoes were being used when we
came here in the first of June but I reckon you have them
all by this time.
Well my sweet one. I do not know what more to write
as this is rather a dull place for news. And we are seldom
visited by official dispatches.
We have a Telegraph office here and we hear of all
movements of the army. And I am convinced that this
suicidal war cannot last long. Every one here seems to
be clamorous for peace and if this party will make
themselves heard we can have peace and union at one
and the same time. I am perfectly delighted with you
dearest for all your encouragement to me and your
assurances of fidelity to your good parents and God
our common creator and benefactor.
Brave the breaks of fortune get short time. My sweet
lovely Minie and soon I will come to you. But we must
be submissive to the will of God and in his own good
time we will be reunited. But I want to see you so
much. Please send me yourself in a letter can't you?
Bring Minnie along. Why did Geo. Fain come home?
Give him my respects. He has the proper grip in him.
My respects to Capt Overstreet. I wish him success
in getting up his home guard. And I trust they will be
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useful. Yes you need a guard more now than ever. This
is the death struggle of rebellion and once over it will
never rise again.
My love to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & family.
My first offering to you lovely Minie. All write soon. I am
affectionately and devotedly your husband.
Harrie
XXX
Fort Ewing
Giles Co. Tenn
June 19th 1862
My very sweet wife,
Under the shady boughs of a friendly tree I find myself
seated to indite a letter to you. Not in answer to any I
have received since I last wrote which I am sorry for.
But to try to interest you sweet one into whose
pleasure and happiness every throb of my heart shall
be and is centered and for whom I am very willing to
meet the frowns of adverse circumstances knowing
that the bright sun of better days will soon clear away
the thunder mutterings which now surround us and
then will be ushered in the bright Halcyon days never
to be forgotten but always to be remembered.
One little sentence in your last letter which has come to
my mind daily and I almost feel as though you were
present and with the inspiration of Heaven on your brow,
and the courage of Joan of Arc in your heart, and the
willingness and obedience of Ruth filling your soul.
Repeating to me this sentence, "The country needs your
services." Search all the history of Earth, snatch from its
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choicest temples the sayings and maxims of its sages
which are in records of gold and diamond, yet in all you
will not find one so purely disinterested, so modestly
patriotic as this.
Oh Minie I am doubly proud of you. For this sacrifice,
which I hope will not be long, may God bless you sweet
one for this encouragement.
Yes the country needs my services as well as that of a
thousand of other able bodied men. Soon will be the
struggle between light and dark- ness. Between right and
wrong. May god protect the right. Every man must now take
the field as it were and show where he stands. All the
friends of the Union must now stand firm and show a
determined front for one or two or possibly three months
more and then all will be over and our country free. Now let
us draw the grand union psalms of these United States in
battle array and oppose it to the loitering nuisance of Jeff
Davis and Company. You will see the loved ones of home
clinging to those about to go forth to meet the spoiler of our
names and the desecrator of our emblems. But as the
moment of separation comes amid tears of regret and vows
of constance and affection one rises above all Earthly
weakness and says "Go. The country needs your services."
Pass it along the battle line of life and everywhere it is
bound to receive the plaudits of the brave and generous.
You are worthy of it all dearest. With the heroic
endurance of one beyond your years by far you have waited
the issue of this cruel war. Well dearest the end seems not
far. We have penetrated the regions of the rebels, their
armies have fled before us, and now they are contracted to
a comparatively small boundary with our heroic legions at
the gates of the capital. This is the grand issue and the end
will inevitably be soon after. If we are successful I would like
to serve my country in another capacity now for at least two
reasons. I would like to be in Kentucky now to help to drive
the miserable robbers and murderers from the state as I
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hold them in such utter detestation and then I would near
to you to protect you if necessity required.
I hope Capt. Overstreet will be able to get up a good
company of Guards and train them as mounted as well as
infantry soldiers. I wish him every success.
Since I wrote last I have been on several scouts. Thus
receiving the otherwise tedium of camp life! True we have
here a daily passenger and freight train running to this
place and many visitors yet to be contented I must not be
confined in the triangular piece of ground called Fort Ewing.
One day Capt. Ewing came to me and told me he wished me
to go some six or seven miles to get a mysterious gun he
had heard of. I was to go secretly and not tell anyone
where I was going or what for. I had the permission of
selecting any number of men I wished or deemed
necessary for the under- taking. I started at Meridian
and as I had considerable difficulty in finding the place
it was late when I reached the house. I demanded the
gun which was given up with no other objections than a
few silent tears by the old lady who said her husband
had brought it from Virginia many tears before. I found
the gun to be what is called a Bowie rifle altogether 43
inches in length but very effective. The gun was at this
time owned by the son of the old lady, and his (the son's)
wife boasted that the gun had been used by a lady in
firing upon our soldiers. This was Capt. Ewings reason
for seizing and retaining the gun. But the secrecy was
that he may keep it as a trophy.
We have found and taken possession of about a dozen
of horses which the rebel cavalry have left in passing
through this vicinity at various times. This and for
general information is the object of our scouting
expeditions. What do you think dearest we get the
Journal, that able exponent of what is noble, honest, and
patriotic the next day after its publication? The railroad
from Nashville to this place needs but about 20 miles of
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being repaired and then we will get the Louisville papers
within twenty-four hours of their publication and the
Nashville on the same day. This will certainly be very
gratifying to us all.
The weather for several weeks past has been uniformly
dry with a slight shower or two on the two nights
preceding this. Of course, the ground is dry but not
parched or suffering. Today is cool and very pleasant. A
few days ago, we were visited by a squad of the first
Kentucky Cavalry. It was a part of Capt Hackley's
company from Garrard County. I knew one or two and
they seemed like brothers almost.
Morrean Bruner promised to call and see me if he
could in a few days. Telford is at Columbia Tenn. I have
had a good mess of [illegible} and plum pie. Peaches will
begin to ripen before long and there are so many of them
that all will get enough.
I know of nothing more that will be of interest to you
except to inform you of my very good health & spirits.
Live in perfect obedience to God and to your good
parents. And be prudent to all. Kind to your brothers
& sisters. For kindness begets kind- ness and brings
happiness to all. Your country's cause is my cause.
Left up your heart in prayer to God for its speedy
success. Write soon. Write often. Write as you have
done.
God bless you dear Minie and may his love and holy
protection ever be thrown around you. Give my love and
regards to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & family.
My first offerings of love to you dearest Minie be sure
to direct In care of Capt Ewing Co. D 21st Reg. 0. V.
Mitchell's Division Via Nashville Tenn.
Hoping to hear from you very soon I am ever and faithfully
your affectionate husband
Harrie
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Fort Ewing
Giles Co. Tenn.
June 25, 1862
My very dear little wife,
I seat myself again to the pleasant pastime of speaking
with you through the medium of the U.S. Mail though I do
not expect to finish a letter today as I will wait a few days in
hopes of hearing from you before I close this letter.
It is now more than two weeks since I heard from you and
uncertainty is becoming painful to me. I cannot conjecture
what can be the matter, as we are getting a daily mail here
now, and are only two days travel from Louisville. Surely I
am at a loss to know the cause of my not receiving letters
from you. I received one on last Saturday from brother Mike
and heard from Joe and Will. They were all well. Your little
namesake is represented as being well and of being quite
mischievous. Of course, she does not take after her
namesake in that respect.
The weather for the last three weeks has been uniformly
dry, but today we have had a fine shower and indications
are that we will have more rain during the day & night.
I had a fine dinner of blackberry dumpling and pie on
yesterday served up with sweetened milk. It was fully as
good an apple dumpling.
For three days since I wrote last I was employed in
bringing a ferryboat from Elkton 15 miles via the river to
this place. One night I stayed with a citizen and slept in the
first regular bed since I left home. You can readily imagine
dear Minie that I relished such a luxury after being deprived
of it so long.
While I was absent for the boat Morrean Bruner was here
to see me. I was very much disappointed in not seeing him.
There was a large Union meeting in Pulaski on last
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Saturday and a citizen who was there told me that the
meeting was unanimous for returning to the Union. It
is now easily to be seen that the seceded states will
come quietly back as soon as the citizens understand
the hopelessness of the rebellion. The forces of Gen.
Buell are now passing through our lines on their way
to East Tennessee. Soon those brave exiles from that
part of the state will be able to embrace the loved ones
at home.
Long they have been separated but now as they come
back they bring peace and the old flag with them.
Tennessee is nearly as quiet as Kentucky now.
Dear Minie news is so scarce now that I do not
know what to write so that I can interest you. I still
enjoy most excellent health and I trust to be able to
outride the ills of the campaign and come safely to
you again.
Tell me of everything that happens of any interest
in the neighbor- hood and how the folks are getting
along. I know that Kentucky bears the tyrannical
impress of war, and when I think how she has
suffered I can only say noble Kentucky! How freely
you have contributed your sons, your treasure &
your all for the sake of the Union. In ratio to her
population (white) Kentucky has furnished more
soldiers than any state in the union. She has won
herself a name in History that will stand forever.
Excuse me my dear I must stop writing for this time.
Remember me most kindly to Mr. & Mrs. Potts and
all the rest of the family. Remember me sweet Minie
in your prayers to the giver of every blessing and may
God throw around you the safeguard of his
protecting mercy. Dearest I bid you goodbye for the
present.
Respectfully & very affectionately Your Harrie
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Fort Ewing
June 28, 1862
Sweet Minie,
Last night I came to camp after being in the
saddle all day, and I was cheered by receiving your
most welcome letter of the 19 th inst. I have little
of anything to relate to you today. My scout was
very long on yesterday, and the object was as
formerly to get abandoned cavalry horses and
arms.
One family I found that thought our object was evil
and that we would molest the defenseless but before
we left they felt so much assured of perfect safety
that we were invited to call whenever we passed by
that place. Another was exceedingly bitter against
us, but before we left they all had to acknowledge our
politeness towards them, and I believe that if the son
was at home they would advise him to stay at home. I
am often led to pity the ignorance of the people when
they seem to think that our mission is any- thing else
than to restore the union.
Here all the people are crying up peace, peace, peace.
Would to heaven they had peace and if they had the
courage to come out bold and decided for the union
they could have peace in a short time. I am very well
today as usual. Remember me most kindly to your
good parents and the rest of the family. I hope Mr.
Potts & Middie got a good mess of squirrels for you all.
I am most glad to hear of his complete recovery from
his painful injuries.
Address as before to Mitchell's division via Nashville
Tenn.
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"I dreamt last night of our earlier days,
Ere I sighted for sword and featherWhen we walked on the hill, in the moon's pale
rays Hand in hand- hand in hand together.
I thought you gave me again that kiss,
More sweet than the perfume of spring,
When I pressed on your finger love's pure golden
pledge
The bridal ring-the bridal ring.
I dreamt I heard, them, the trumpet sound,
And at once was forced to sever,
That I fell on the heath with my last death wound,
Lost to thee- lost to thee forever.
I thought that you gave me again that kiss
Impearled like a flower in spring,
'Neath its warmth I awoke, on this dear hand to
present
The bridal ring-the bridal ring."
Fort Ewing Tenn.
July 7th 1862
My very dear wife,
Another week has passed and I again seat myself to
write you a letter. I have deferred writing a day or two in
order that I might receive a letter from you, as I should
have one before this time. But casting this aside as
unworthy of thought, I will make the attempt to write you
a letter and I am sorry that my stock of intelligence is so
scarce this morning that I will fail to interest you I know.
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As usual I am well, and in good spirits.
The 4th passed off quietly and without any interest.
The citizens did not come into camp to bid us
Godspeed so we had to go to them. In the country we
met with a kind reception as is generally the case, and
took dinner with an old Virginia farmer who has two
sons in Indianapolis, prisoners of war. These young
men were taken out on the last levy made in this state,
which was in short a force, or conscription. The
parents are anxious for their sons' return, as they
have always manifested themselves for the Union. The
force at this place has been increased by two
companies of the 23rd Ky and the 3rd Regiment of Ky
Cavalry, so our force here now amounts to 14
companies a larger force than is necessary.
The county around is very healthy as yet but the citizens
say that the unhealthy month is yet to come. The
weather is not warm, no warmer than in Ky I think. We
are having an abundance of ripe apples and pears but as
yet no peaches have made their appearance in camp. We
are expecting to get orders to leave here to rejoin our
regiment, and as Gen Mitchell has gone to Washington
rumor says our division is to follow him.
We will be sorry to lose him. We have the report here
that Richmond has fallen but we can hear from there on
this evening. I hope it is so. Dearest I disappointed you
by not spending the Fourth of July with you but I am
doing all I can to get a leave of absence in order that I
may visit you. Dearest I cannot think of anything more
to write and you must please excuse the formality in
which this is written. You now how to direct your letters.
I hope to hear from you soon- very soon. I love to read
your sweet letters. My love to Mr. & Mrs. Potts to whom
I owe my kindest remembrance. My first offering to you
my darling. Remember me in your prayers. My respect to
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your brothers & sisters.
Kiss Minnie for me.
Forever your faithful and Affectionate Husband
Harrie
Fort Ewing
Giles Co. Tenn.
July 13th, 1862
My charming wife,
Once more I seat myself to write to you and as I have
not received a letter for three weeks or more, I hope to
get one before I close this. I am in most excellent
health, and sincerely hope that you all may be in the
enjoyment of the same blessing. This is Sunday
morning and as usual we are feasting on the good
things brought to us from the country. Let me see there is green com, beans, peaches, apples pies, pears,
milk and in fact a little of everything calculated to
tempt the appetite.
I presume some of these delicacies are in advance of
Kentucky but shortly you will no doubt have an
abundance of all.
I cannot think why I have not been getting letters for
so long. I am getting discouraged in consequence. You
cannot imagine how a loving confiding letter inspires
the heart doating on sympathy, and love while a
disappointment discourage and then there is nothing
to inspire a confidence or to raise the drooping spirits.
From the Journal of the 10 th inst I quote this in
reference to Gen. Mitchell.
"There seems unhappily to be no room for doubt that
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the course of this officer in North Alabama has been
marked by conduct not only injurious to the government,
but disgraceful to humanity" We are assured of this fact
on authority we do not and cannot doubt. The fact is
thoroughly attested we believe it and believing it we
publish it. We proclaim it with emphasis. Gen Mitchell
and a portion of his command have perpetuated in North
Alabama deeds of cruelty and of guilt, the bare narration
of which makes the heart sick & c.
Truth is mighty and will prevail. I want the guilty to be
punished and the innocent to go clear. The town of
Athens was sacked by the 8th Brigade commanded by
acting General Turchin of Illinois, composed of 19th &
24th Illinois 37 Indiana and the 18th Ohio. The town of
Decatur was sacked by the 11th Ohio under the
command of General Lytle. These are the depredations
referred to and I am confident that they were done without the consent of Gen. Mitchell and the great fault was
his failure to arrest and cashier the depredators. Thank
God, I am clear of these atrocities, as I was not near
either place when they were in a manner destroyed.
Mitchell is a stem man and resorts to stern means but in
these two instances there is not a shadow to justify his
acts.
There is a splendid house in Huntsville where some
ladies made sport of some of his troops and in twentyfour hours the house was changed into a hospital by his
order.
I can say it with pride that the 21 st Reg stands high in
Athens and we stood high in Huntsville. There the
citizens petitioned Gen Mitchell to allow us to remain
and send another regiment to Athens. But so it is, the
good one regiment does is undone by another. The mail
has come and I do not get any letter. Can you be sick,
God forbid! Do write to me. Be good. Be obedient to your
parents, to your God, and kind to all. Remember me in
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your prayers to God. Remember me to your good and
kind parents.
Write sweet one for heaven's sake.
Forever your affectionate Harry
To my dear's miniature
Though silent, you are very sweet,
As I gaze upon thy pleasant face,
I sigh from day to day to meetThe one, whose life I love to trace.
Oh beauteous one you seem to smile,
As when you won my fondest love,
'Tis like an angel's stay awhileThere flits her wings to heaven above,
In lovely innocence you appear,
As when you last bid me adieu,
Your life to me has been so dear,
That happiness comes but from you.
Your lips so Sweet seem about to speak,
But silent still you prove to be;
Your youthful beauty looks so meek,
'Tis this that seems so dear to me.
Those eyes so bright and pleasant too,
The same I loved to gaze upon,
From heart to heart they spoke most trueThe love we love-now realized.
Fort Ewing
Giles Co. Tenn.
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July 17, 1862
My sweet wife,
On day before yesterday I received a brief from you
post-marked June 11th and which had been somewhere
misplaced. But thanks to goodness it came to hand, and
with it the sweet miniature enclosed. I agree with you
that the effect is too much shaded, but the expression is
yours, and as I look upon the silent miniature it seems
as though I am looking upon my living wife. Oh dear
Minie what sweet memories that picture enkindled in my
recollection. I almost felt as though I was transplanted from
the scenes of war to that of peace. While you sweetest of
mortals was with me to smile upon me and bless me with
your sweet presence.
Now my sweet darling I do not feel so lonely as when I
wrote the last letter. I ask your pardon for what I am going
to say, which is, do write once a week to me. I am only
asking you to devote an hour or two each week to my
interest, or that I may know you are well. The last letter I
had from you was dated July 2nd, the one before that one
June 21st so you see I repine after my weekly messages of
love and affection. I say not this complainingly but I request
it and so because merely that you may not forget our
agreement of writing at least once a week. These are the
only conversations we have, and let them be as frequent as
possible. They will render us both happier and more
contented, at my lengthy absence.
Well my Minie I am compelled to say that news is still as
scarce as ever, and l thought I would have to write you a
long letter because you made me so happy by sending your
miniature, but now I admit that though I may write this
sheet full it will amount to but little else than words or
sentences.
I received a letter from Brother Mike on the same day I
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received your letter and he said that I should give their
love to Minie. Besides he does give me most excellent
advice how I ought to live, and winds up by hoping the
war will soon come to an end. Brothers Joe and Will are
still at Annapolis, Maryland and in good health.
You request me to send you a muscle shell ring that you
may have it for a keepsake. This I do with a great deal of
pleasure, and hope the one I send you will please you. I
should have preferred to send you a white one but the one
I have got is too large, so I send the red one. Well sweet one
I know of nothing more to write so excuse me. I trust to hear
of your obedience to God and to your good kind parents.
Exercise a degree of kindness around you that you may
elicit the esteem of all. Especially your parents, brothers
and sisters. Once more I request dearest one write me once
a week. I am not asking much and by so doing you will
please your Harry. I am all your own, and I live in your
sweet affection and esteem. Won't you do so Sweet Minie.
Tell me that you will.
Sweet Minie how I love you. Oh that I could be with you,
if it were only for one short hour. Pray for me dearest.
Direct as before I am forever your Affectionate and loving
Harrie
There is nothing doing at present. Genl Buell's army is
still lying between this place and Huntsville, waiting for
something decisive to be done at Richmond. The rebel
raids of bridge burning and mail robbing have
discommoded us considerable as at present our whole
army is on half rations. This does not affect us in the
least, as you can get all the provisions we want in the
country around.
We have had a good fall of rain last night and this
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morning which will make a good crop of corn in this
locality.
I am sorry that the guerrillas cannot be effectually
driven out of Kentucky. Almost every day I hear of some
depredation committed by them, and I do not see any
effectual means for wiping them out. They ought to be
hung up like so many dogs. Would to heaven I could be
in Kentucky to help to drive these desperadoes from the
state. But time and tide will change soon and then these
foul miscreants must expect to reap as they have sown
when retributive justice will pour out of her wrath upon
their defenseless heads, they will begin vain for mercy.
I am in the enjoyment of most excellent health, and I
weigh more than I ever did before. The shell from which
this ring was made was taken from Elk River, where
we are now encamped.
Remember me very kindly to Mr. & Mrs. Potts and all
the family. I would like to see all very much. Kiss our
little Minnie for me, and I should like to see Kate. Though
no one can be prettier or smarter than little Minnie. You
once said that Kate looked like you dear Minie then all I
have to say is she is very pretty. But I will see them before
very long and tell them Good by.
Oh yes excuse me. Kiss little Kate too for me for I am
getting behind sadly quick & Minie I must be several
million of kisses behind.
How many say you.
Harrie
Fort Ewing
August 1st 1862
My darling little wife,
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I embrace a moment of leisure time to write you a
brief to let you know that I am in the enjoyment of
good health and oh how sincerely I hope that this
letter may find you in the enjoyment of the same
blessing.
I have undertaken to write to you at this time not
because I have any- thing of interest to write, but in order
that I might fulfill my part of our agreement to write at
least once a week. Since my last brief there has nothing
of interest transpired unless warm weather and big rains
is interestin g. Oh yesterday while I was on guard, I was
exposed to the hardest storm of wind and rain that I
had the misfortune to be in during my life, but this
morning I feel all right, notwithstanding I slept on two
rails laid parallel with an interval of about a foot. Sweet
Minie you would laugh if you could see our picket beds
or bivouac's. And you good souls at home that took
such care that our beds and rooms were properly aired
lest we should take cold, what would you think of our
sleeting on the ground and only waking when our beds
were flooded with water and I recollect frequently of
scraping the snow away and then spread my blanket
and enjoy a good nights rest.
Well my sweet Minie the bridge is nearly done at this
place, and the cars will run over on Sunday or Monday
next. The bridge is over six hundred feet in length, and
considering the height which is about fifty feet from the
bottom of the river, the work has progressed finely.
I am glad of the near-accomplishment of the work
for there is a good understanding between the citizens
and our company and we will fare very well if allowed
to remain.
I have been going to the country twice a week for the
purpose of supplying ourselves with butter and eggs, and
for uprightness and kindness I think these people have
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never been surpassed. This has been my experience and
come what will I will ever bear in memory the kindness
of these people.
I am truly sorry that Allie has met with the misfortune
you speak of and hope he will soon entirely recover. You
say I ought to come home now. I promise you to be
unceasing in my efforts to either get a discharge, or a
furlough or a transfer. The last I can most readily get,
and if I see that there is no chance of the other I will
accept that and be transferred to a Kentucky regiment.
Something seems to tell me that I will see you before
another month so cheer up sweet love and hope for the
best, but be not too sanguine for we may meet with
disappointment.
One thing we must remember an all wise creator
presides over us and our destinies will be shaped by our
course of conduct towards him. Oh may God direct us to
the performance of what is right.
Nothing new is now transpiring except a few little
skirmishes & they seem to decide to a great degree
against us and I am led to adopt the re- mark, "that I
believe God is on our side but Satan is doing us much
injury just now." The fight at Mount Sterling is an
encouraging item in Kentucky and I hope by such
knocks we will soon hear of Ky being freed from guerilla
bands as well as their sympathizers.
The slowness of the operations discourages and
humiliates me and I am almost led to doubt the
ultimate success of our army. If we cannot act now
when will we be stronger and if we will be stronger two
months hence it is but reasonable to suppose that our
foes will be also. I am confident of the acquisition of all
except the gulf states and then to keep them in
subjection will exhaust the power of the government
and there will end the glorious constellations of states
unless a uniform system can be agreed upon.
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I confess that this is the dark side of the picture and a
brighter future may dawn upon our once happy country,
but it looks like a game of chance and success may alight
upon either side. I hope we may be the happy recipients
of fortunes favor.
Tell me sweet angel that you are still mindful of the
highest duties of our being-viz obedient to the just
commands of God, allowing your prayers day and night
to ascend to him and oh Minie our prayers should be for
erring man.
Also, I hope that you have a proper regard for your
good kind parents
to whom we are so greatly debtors, and I hope before long
to be able to repay them back for all their kindness.
Blessed Minie you have blessed me with a great deal of
happiness and you shall not much longer remain
without your Harrie. I have determined it and I now wait
for the opportunity to release me from the army forever
if possible.
How glad I will be to clasp you my loved one again
in my arms. Me thinks I would then gladly meet the
assassins of our people if need be to die in defense of
the state of my adoption.
I read the wrongs done to her citizens with burning
cheeks and it seems strange to me that the citizens do
not rise en masse and exterminate those vile seducers
of the honor of Ky.
Write me soon darling and give me your ideas as well
as the news. I received your last letter a few days ago
which was postmarked July 23 and I much pleased in
the perusal except that which related to Allie, and of the
valiant guards running when they thought that Morgan
was coming. They must acquire more nerve or they will
be poor soldiers and will not do to hitch to.
Fifty men posted in the rocks about Boon's Knob would
make an impassable barrier to almost any force,
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especially for Cavalry.
I have written enough dearest.
My kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Potts and the family.
Write very soon.
Your affectionate
Harrie
Letters of Henry Ackerman Smith
Camp Taylor
Huntsville, Alabama
May 12th, 1862
My very dear wife,
I received a letter from you today written on the 19th of
April and which I had accused Morgan of stealing but it
has come around all safe only a little after time.
I likewise received three Commercials a few days ago for
which you have my kindest thanks.
I perceive by the letter received today that my letters have
not been reaching you regularly. This has been the fault of
the mail and not mine, for I have written every five or six
days ever since I left Nashville and never have I written less
than 3 sheets during that time. But I will dismiss this topic
hoping that by this time you receive my letters tolerably
regular.
Since I wrote last we have had another of those sudden
expeditionary journeys that characterize our stay here.
On the night of the 9th ult we received orders to march at
10 o'clock P.M. and with utmost haste we packed up,
called in guards, and were off. This was done so suddenly
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that we were gone before the citizens were aware of our
intended departure. We were loaded on the cars together
with the 15th [Kentucky Regiment] and away we went. Of
course our trip was uninteresting as we went as darkness
obscured every object and I slept most of the way. In the
morning as old "Sol" sent forth his first rays we found
ourselves in the pleasant town of Athens, Limestone Co.
where we were informed the rebels were concentrating for
the purpose of attacking us.
There we found the 8th Brigade and with our regiment
we considered ourselves sufficiently strong to resist any
attack.
Five dead bodies were brought in during the forenoon
and we soon learned that the rebels retreated (according
to their custom) as soon as they captured a company of
our men (Co. E, 37[th] Indiana) after killing those above
referred to.24
We attended worship in the forenoon on yesterday and
were addressed by the Chaplain of the 37 th Indiana Reg. It
was the funeral sermon [for] the five men buried the day
before.
While yet the service was incomplete we were startled by
the shrill notes of the bugle which we knew too well
meant a march, but as soon as we found out that we were
destined to this place we were well pleased as our tents
had not been removed.
I was much pleased with the country between here and
Athens and it will undoubtedly be very wealthy after
awhile, when the forests are felled and their places
supplied by fruitful fields.
One thing I perceive-that the planters are raising less
cotton and more corn this year than ever before and I
presumed they were admonished by the scarcity of
provisions at this time.
We arrived here on yesterday eve and found everything
as quiet as usual. On last night I was detailed for guard
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and as the night was very pretty I enjoyed it. The almost
perfectly serene night was enlivened by the unceasing
carols, chirrups, screams, and warbles of the
mockingbirds. I have not heretofore referred to this
splendid bird nor can I give you a very distinct description
of it. The color is like that of the catbird of Ky., only the
wings have a white spot on each, not unlike shoulder
straps. The bird is as large as the dove with longer tail
feathers and in mocking it does it to perfection. At one
time a blue jay, then the plaintive notes of the
whippoorwill, then the robin. Next the shrill notes of the
hawk and so on through the category of feathered
minstrels. I observe they do all their singing between
sunset and sunrise and it is in the silent hours of the
night when one can appreciate their notes.
Today I visited the famous Calhoun Garden of this city,25
reputed the best collection of rare plants in the U.S. and
costing in the aggregate more than a quarter of a million of
dollars. It is certainly one of the attractions of Huntsville and
is well worth the visit. The beds are all tastefully laid off and
bordered with box plant, a little evergreen shrub growing to
the height of six or eight inches, and the walks are bordered
with an evergreen which I judge to be a species of bay tree,
and some with cedar which looks quite homely in this spot of
beauty.
The roses I admired most and there were more species
than I had an idea could be collected.
I do wish darling Minie that you could see this garden. I
know your sensitive mind would sympathize with the
surrounding objects and it would furnish you an agreeable
hour. Or that I could stroll together with you and hear the
sweet accents of your voice. What a pleasure this would
afford me. Oh I want this hateful war to terminate that I can
come to my long absent Minie and enjoy the long severed
relations that we once enjoyed before this wicked war was.
I am in the enjoyment of the very best health and I am
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sure when I return to you dearest I will have a restored
health, for I have been strengthened in adversity and now
when good weather has set in no ills seem to betide me. I
am gratified with the progress of events and I have no
doubt that the war will be over, at least as far as fighting
is concerned, by the 4th of July or even before that.
The weather now is very warm a so that we have to
suspend drilling generally but I am not sorry for that.
We have drilled so much that we consider ourselves
veterans in practice and adepts in experience. (I should have
said veterans in experience and adepts in practice.)
Minie my mind is dull and I cannot write anything like a
letter as I should. This I suppose is owing to loss of sleep on
last night and the warmth today. I will just say darling that I
desire your kind prayers for my continued health and safety
and to hear that you are still striving to gain the Eternal
reward of righteousness in heaven.
Let nothing keep you from a studied obedience to your
good and kind parents. Be cheerful and kind to your
brothers and sisters and in all things comport yourself as
becomes a child of God and the example of Christian virtue.
It cheers me dear to think that while I am to do battle for
my country that you are at home having willingly sacrificed
your hopes and aspirations for the future, for the good of our
flag. I am persuaded that we will be rewarded.
Sweet peace will soon be restored and then I can rejoin you
never to be parted except by death.
Write soon.
I am your affectionate Husband, Harrie
Direct in care of Co. D
21st Regiment O.V.
Mitchell's Division
via Nashville, Tenn.
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Camp Taylor
Huntsville, Alabama
May 22nd, 1862
My sweet wife,
As I conjectured in my last letter, at this writing finds
me once more restored to health and good spirits. I lost
the pleasure of going on an expedition with my company
by being unwell. They went to Fayetteville, Tenn. to break
up some thieving bands of rebel plunderers and have not
returned yet and of course cannot say what their success
has been. I would like to have gone there as I hoped to
meet with the 21st Ky. regiment which was there at latest
accounts. But it may have gone away. 26
My good spirits arises from the fact that I look upon
a suspension of hostilities as a certainty and a speedy
restoration of peace a matter of course. I expect to eat my
4th July dinner with you yet my dear and won't we be
happy.
Oh will it not be a happy day when the herald of peace
will proclaim the success of our arms and invite us, who
have been shut out from the refinement of society, to our
distant homes.
As the vindication of my country's honor how I shall
rejoice to press the soil of Kentucky once more. But
sweeter still will be the joy when l shall embrace you
sweet Minie who have suffered the pangs of separation so
long and trusted to the whims of fate. I thank God for his
mercies to me & to you. Your fond and loving heart has
not been made to bleed with sorrow while others have and
soon in His mercy I believe I will be restored to you.
Surely there is a Just God who rules the destinies of
nations & though at first the rod of chastisement was
laid heavily upon us but after we had drunk the dregs of
a weak governmental policy we aroused, and by Almighty
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assistance stand out, an example of power. Our banners
are inscribed with our achievements and our hearts are
strong with the one feeling-"that in the right success
attends the brave."
Our baggage train will without a doubt come through
today and then I expect one of those sweet messages of
love from you dear Minie, that so delight me.
I cannot complain. I have received letters with
tolerable regularity while there are some here who have
not heard from their families since we came here.
The weather is warm and pleasant and the nights are
just right for our kind of houses. I discover that
although we live "out of doors" that gnats and
musketoes [sic] do not molest us in the least at night.
Why this is I do not pretend to say unless there is yet a
streak of sympathy in these pestiverous creatures and
they think a soldier has trouble enough without
submitting to their unwelcome attentions.
P.M.

Joy!

Joy!

Joy!

A mail has come and as I expected I received a sweet
message from you, but joy seems ever to be mixed with
sorrow in this world. Accompanying [sic] your letter is
one from Mr. Potts giving an account of the sad
misfortune he met with. But we must be thankful that
it was not worse and as no bones were broken I
sincerely hope that he is entirely well before this time. I
cannot find suitable expressions of thankfulness for all
the kindness I have received at his hands and from his
family. Let all please accept my sincere thanks for my
being so kindly remembered at home. sweet home! To
be thus remembered repays one though he must
march over parched deserts or wade through seas of
fire.
Oft in the stilly night when all is quiet (except the
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mockingbird-the Nightingale of the south) I think of
home and to know that there is a reciprocal feeling, or
that at home wishes are in unison with my own, makes
me feel that the soldier's lot is not so hard as it might
be. And this is the connecting link that binds us to
society and makes our arms strong, and hearts brave, to
encounter every obstacle.
Your letter dearest was written on the 25 th & 28th of
April and mailed May 3rd., Mr. Potts' written and mailed
May 13th and I learn by his letter that you have been
visiting your relations in Fayette. I hope you have had a
pleasant time in your visit as you have been wanting to go
there for some time.
I have only one source of annoyance and that is the
unceasing impertinence of abolition scemers [sic] to keep
these unhappy difficulties from coming to a close. They
cannot wait for the close of war before they begin to
plunder or to secure the spoil. I trust alone to the
discretion of the President and hope he will still keep back
these treasonable tricksters. By so doing he will be the
savior of his country & by yielding he will be as one of
[the] worst traitors.
I heard it rumored that Gen. Hunter had liberated the
slaves of S. Carolina, Georgia & Florida. If he has and the
president sanctions it I am ready to give up. It seems that
there are always some blockheads who are undoing all
that the rest does and if this is to be the way I cannot
risk my life in sustaining it. 27
I trust in God that this is not so and that I am
needlessly alarmed. In what I say above, there are
many who will do the same. Some say the three fourths
of the regiment including the Colonel &c.
I could fight even better if I had the Abolition traitors
together with the secesh, for then I would be assured
that there are none behind to aggravate for us to
remedy.
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Excuse me darling for thus alluding to politics as I
know it is an unpopular subject to you.
I have hitherto not told you of our camp at this place.
It is a lot on which is an Academy28 and finely shaded,
with large trees, just at the outskirts of town and with
everything convenient except wood, which we get by
railroad. Adjoining the rear is a wheat field already
assuming the golden hue of harvest which reminds us
that the true mission of man is not war, for here is other
work for him to do. Gladly would I yield the paraphernalia
of war and assume the garb of peace, but these unhappy
difficulties must be settled if possible so that we may
enjoy life in security.
But I ask again to be pardoned my dearest,
because I am spinning out this letter without adding
anything of special interest. Well, the fact is, here we
are from day to day & nothing occurs but sameness
and camp rumors and these latter it is useless to
report as they are tracable [sic] to no reliable
foundation and generally amount to nothing. We are
doing nothing here now but holding this post which
is considered of great importance.
But to conclude, be careful of yourself in every way.
Expose yourself to no unnecessary danger. Be a good
and candid Christian. Love and obey your good & kind
parents. Esteem your brothers & sisters and merit
their love. I return a kiss for Ninnie and wish it was a
real instead of a paper kiss.
My kindest wishes to Mr. & Mrs. Potts & family.
My first offerings to you my dear Minie. Oh that I could
see you & be with you. Write every week, both your
letters gave me sincere pleasure.
Address Mitchell's Division via Nashville, Tenn.
Your ever true and faithful,
Husband Harrie
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Epilogue
Henry's last letter to his "darling sweet wife" is
dated August 1, 1862. In that letter he wrote, "You
say I ought to come home now. I promise you to be
unceasing in my efforts to either get a discharge, or a
furlough or a transfer. The last I can most readily
get, and if I see that there is no chance of the other I
will accept that and be transferred to a Kentucky
regiment. Something seems to tell me that I will see
you before another month."
Henry must have been notified later that same day
that a transfer to a Kentucky regiment had been
approved because his service record reflects a transfer
date of August 1, 1862. Doubtless he would have left
immediately, traveling by railroad via the Tennessee &
Alabama railroad to Nashville and the Louisville &
Nashville railroad to Nicholasville, a trip that would not
have taken more than several days.
According to his autobiography 29 Henry was
permitted to return to Jessamine County to enlist in the
9th Kentucky Cavalry30 Shortly after he arrived in
Nicholasville, he was captured, and paroled, by
Confederate cavalry who had made an "irruption into
Kentucky." He claimed that he never had official
notification of an exchange, so "didn't again engage in
active duty in the army." This decision was to adversely
affect him, and Minie, later in life.
Henry worked for a time in a mill at Hickman Bridge,
Kentucky, and later at a store in the vicinity. In March
1865 he moved to Indiana and taught school in North
Vernon and Hardinsburg, where he connected with the
Methodist Episcopal Southeast Conference and began
preaching in various churches in that area. He returned to
Kentucky in September, 1868, where he continued
"teaching and preaching" in Kirksville until 1874, when
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he became a full-time preacher in the Methodist Episcopal
Kentucky Conference, serving congregations in Mackville,
Chaplin, Texas, and Bradfordsville, Kentucky. In 1882, he
was asked to go to Cape Girardeau, Missouri to revive a
church there. In 1 891, he moved to West Plains, Missouri,
and then to Poplar Bluff, Missouri in 1895, where, in
1899, he was placed in charge of the Bellevue Collegiate
Institute, affiliated with the Methodist Episcopal Church,
and in 1900, headed the Missouri Children's Home
Society.
Henry Ackerman Smith died on November 1, 1907 in
Poplar Bluff, and his "Dear sweet Minie" joined him on
November 6, 1931. They are buried side-by-side in the
City Cemetery there. Henry and Minie had had eight
children, five daughters and three sons. Their firstborn, William Henry, was born July 19, 1863 while
Minie was prostrated by typhoid fever and lived only
twenty-one days. Their other children were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eugene Herbert, born March 25, 1865, in Garrard
County, Kentucky.
Jessamine, born September 14, 1867, in Jennings
County, Indiana.
May, born September 2, 1869, in Kirksville,
Kentucky.
Blanche, born September 17, 1871, in Kirksville,
Kentucky.
Maggie Zue, born August 13, 1875, in Mackville,
Kentucky.
Mattie Ruby, born September 4, 1877, in Chaplin,
Kentucky, and who died November 6, 1878.
Roy Hiner, born January 30, 1880, in Texas,
Washington County, Kentucky.

Henry applied for an Invalid Pension on February 9,
1903, at the age of 66.31 In his application he claimed
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permanent disability from "disease of urinary organs,
nasal catarrh affecting nasal passages, auditory organ
of right ear, (causing) gradual deafness, rupture of
right side, and old age." On March 25, 1903, after
investigating his military record the War Department
reported:
The name Henry (or Harry) A. Smith has not been found
on the rolls, on file in this office, of any company of the 9 th
Kentucky Cavalry Volunteers, nor has anything been
found of record to show this man was a prisoner of war.
His final record cannot be determined from the evidence
before this Department. No record of his discharge from
service has been found.
In a subsequent affidavit written in response to a
request dated May 18, 1903 from the Bureau of Pensions
Commissioner for further information, Henry wrote the
following:
I failed to reach the 9th Kentucky Cavalry owing to the
fact of my capture, and as I never received any
notification of exchange while the regiment was in service,
I never had any assignments.
I was on my way to where I was informed the regiment
was on duty, (south of Richmond, Kentucky), when I was
captured by a detachment of Morgan's32 cavalry about the
time of the battle near Richmond, Kentucky 33, and the
next day I was guarded by one of Morgan's command,
named Creath Robinson,34 who took me to Lexington,
Kentucky, where I was paroled and allowed to return to
my home. I was taken into custody at the turnpike
crossing of the Kentucky River between Nicholasville and
Danville, Kentucky.35 The Provost Marshal who was my
paroling officer was Colonel Gracie, 36 who afterwards was
Gen. Gracie of Alabama, and who belonged to Kirby
Smith's Column. I continued to reside and work in
Jessamine County, Kentucky, in that part of the county
which became Camp Nelson, and was personally known
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to General Fry37 who was for long time commander of the
post. My transfer and parole papers were lost in a desk
carried away by a Tennessee company stationed for a time
at Camp Nelson."
I never applied for, nor received a final discharge from
the Ninth (9) Kentucky Cavalry.
Sincerely and fraternally, yours
Henry A. Smith
The War Department, obviously disbelieving Henry's
statement, replied on July 29,1903, that "Nothing has
been found of record to warrant a change in the
statement from this office, herewith, dated March
25,1903, relative to the case of Henry A. Smith,
Company D, 21st Ohio Infantry, transferred to the 9th
Kentucky Cavalry Volunteers." This letter further stated, "If
this man was in fact captured and paroled by the enemy at
or near Richmond, Kentucky, in August or September, 1862
as alleged, he became a deserter by failing to place himself
under military control after having been declared duly
exchanged in order from the War Department dated
November 19, 1862."38 The Bureau of Pensions disapproved
Henry's application.
There was no question that Morgan's cavalry was in the
area at the time, and had, in fact, camped in Nicholasville
the night of September 3, proceeding to Lexington the next
morning.39
There was also no question that two battalions of the 9 th
Kentucky Cavalry had been ordered to Richmond on
August 30, only to find that Union forces were falling
back, forcing the 9th Kentucky to pass around the town
and join the retreat to Lexington, then to Louisville. 40
It is questionable, given the state of disarray of the Union
forces in Kentucky at the time, that Henry would have been
notified of the existence of General Order No. 191. Camp
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Nelson, at the time, was primarily a rendezvous point
without a command structure, so who would have notified
him?
Henry can certainly be faulted for not being aggressive in
seeking to determine his status, vis-a-vis parole and
exchange, and it is likely that the Pension Bureau took note
of this fact. In so doing, however, they ignored the fact that
Henry had volunteered early in the war and had served with
distinction for some 11 months. To deny him a pension
seems harsh, especially so when others who served as little
as 90 days were given them.
In December, 1907, U.S. Representative J. J. Russell of
Missouri, wrote to the Pension Department on behalf of
Minie, and asked them to review Henry' s file to see if there
was any way to remove the charge of desertion from his
record, thus allowing a widow's pension based on his record
with the 21st Ohio Infantry. He wrote:
Since his death his widow, who is very poor and
deserving, is anxious to try to secure a pension, and it
seems that in order to do so it would be necessary to have
the charge of desertion removed from his record, and
would be glad to know from you what the chances seem
to be.
I have a long statement of his case, made to me by Mr.
Smith in his lifetime, which, if true, would show that he was
not at fault, and his widow naturally feels that she is justly
entitled to a pension.
There is a cryptic "OK" scrawled across the first paragraph
above, and a word that seems to read, "removed" below it,
but there is no letter response in the file and no record of
Minie receiving a pension.
Conclusion
Henry's letters to Minie chronicle a transformation
from a young, newlywed teacher, to a soldier proud of
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his accomplishments and proud of his flag and the
Union it stood for. Like many of the young men who
volunteered early on he foresaw a short war, and a
short separation from his "dear Minie," but became
disillusioned as time passed with, seemingly, little
progress. In his last letter to Minie he had gotten to the
point where he would "almost doubt the ultimate
success of our army." His transfer, and subsequent
capture and parole by Confederate cavalry, were events
that, most likely, he did not regret.

Note on Sources: The letters of Henry Ackennan Smith
published here were obtained by the author from the
holdings of the Western Historical Manuscripts Collection,
23 Ellis Library, University of Missouri - Columbia,
Columbia, MO 65201-5149. Reference information is: Smith,
Henry Ackennan (1837-1907), Papers, 1861-1907, (C431), 2
Rolls (Microfilm), Roll 1: Letters to his wife; Roll 2:
Autobiography.
1

0hio in the War, Her Statesmen, Her Generals, and Soldiers, 2 Volumes (Moore, Wilstach &
Baldwin, Cincinnati, OH) I868.
2 The War of the Rebellion, a Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies, 1, VI 0.Pt II, (GPO, Washington, DC, I 880- 190 I), p. 37. Major General Buell reported
having 55,000 men of all arms present for duty, organized into 18 Brigades, 6 Divisions.
3 Henry undoubtedly wrote this poem. It mirrors his life since leaving Pennsylvania, arriving in
Jessamine County, KY, and joining the army there.
4 Colonel John B. Turchin's 8th Brigade had captured Huntsville on April 11. Colonel Joshua W.
Sill's 9th Brigade, which included the 21 st Ohio, did not arrive until 4:00 P.M. on April 12.
Their camp was located on Blue Spring, on the site of the former Confederate training
camp.
5 Henry was not to write about the 21 st Ohio. He transferred to a Kentucky regiment
in August 1862.
6 Henry was actually referring to the Battle of Shiloh I Pittsburgh Landing,
April 6-7. Corinth was not to fall to the Federal army until May 30.
7 General Mitchel considered each of his three brigade commanders, all Colonels, to be "acting
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(Brigadier) Generals" and lobbied Secretary of War Edwin Stanton to promote them all. He
was successful in the case of Colonel John B. Turchin. Mitchel himself was promoted to Major
General be- cause of his capture of Huntsville and a good part of northern Alabama.
8 Union General Samuel Curtis defeated Confederate General Earl Van Dom at the Battle of
Pea Ridge/Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas, March 7-8, and a combined Union Army-Navy force
caused the surrender of Island No. 10 on April 7.
9 Tilford N. Bruner was actually in the 1st Kentucky Cavalry.
10 Henry, son of Jacob and Mary Smith, Derry Twp., Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, had
four brothers: Joseph (37), John (35), Michael (30), and William H., (17). Joseph and William
both enlisted in the Union army. It is not known if Michael and John did.
11 Pvt. Lewis McKinsay, Company G, died of disease on May 5.
12 Confederate Colonel J. S. Scott, 1st Louisiana Cavalry, with 112 men and a mountain
howitzer battery, had attacked Athens, Alabama on May 1, driving Union forces from that
place, which retreated towards Huntsville. General Mitchel sent reinforcements and when
they entered Athens that same evening they found the Confederates gone. Union losses
were reported as one killed in a train derailment and 20 men captured.
13 Colonel John Hunt Morgan led a raid into middle Tennessee and captured some 15 officers
and 250 enlisted men near Pulaski. Among the officers was General Mitchel's son, Lt. E.
M. Mitchel. He was exchanged for Morgan's brother, William, who had been captured by
Mitchel earlier. The enlisted men were paroled.
14 On May 5, General George McClellan's Army of the Potomac defeated
Confederate General Joseph Johnston's troops at the Battle of Williamsburg.VA.
On May l, General Benjamin Butler occupied New Orleans. Memphis did not
surrender until June 6, while Mobile did not surrender until April 15, 1865.
15 This was the Greene Academy, on Calhoun Street between Randolph and Holmes on
the eastern edge of town.
16 Henry's mother, Mary Weiland Smith, was age 57 at death.
17 Lincoln had sent a message to Congress recommending adoption of a joint
resolution calling for the gradual compensated abolition of slavery in the Border
States. Kentucky opposed the resolution, which passed in the House of
Representatives, but not the Senate. The resolution was "Remanded" to a future
date, never to be revisited.
18 The 21st Ohio was originally equipped with old smooth bore muskets. The "French
Rifles" were rifled muskets, and were much more accurate.
19 Minnie is Minie's sister, Maria Neger Potts, born Jan 7. 1860. Kate is Minie's
youngest sister, born Dec. 4, 1861.
20 Colonel John Hunt Morgan.
21 Andrew Johnson, appointed military Governor of Tennessee.
22 General Mitchel, while on the march from Nashville to Murfreesboro, put soldiers in
wagons and hid them by covering them with straw. John Hunt Morgan stopped one of
these wagons, whereupon the concealed soldiers sprang out and captured him. Mitchel
was sent for and when he arrived, Morgan presented a flag of truce, saying that he was
bringing back a Union soldier who had been captured earlier.
23 0fficial Roster of the Soldiers of the State of Ohio, 11 Volumes (Moore, Wilstach &
Baldwin, Cincinnati, OH) 1886. According to the report, William Henry Bordener, age
25, enlisted on August 28, 1861 as a Private in Co. D. His remains were disinterred
and reinterred in Stones River National Cemetery in 1866. In grave #E345, as H.
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Bordner.
These men were Privates James R. Conner, Robert F. Heaton, James Jordan, John T.
Morgan, and Alfred C. Scull, all residents of Decatur County, Indiana, who had enlisted
together on October 20, 1861. Report of the Adjutant General of the State of Indiana, 1861
– 1865 (8 vols.) (Indianapolis, IN: Holloway, 1865-66). The Supplement to the Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies provides the following information
concerning this action:
Indianapolis, Indiana, December 31, 1862: May 4, 1862-The effective force of Company E,
Thirty-seventh Indiana, were ordered by Colonel [John B.] Turchin, commanding the Eighth
Brigade of General [Ormsby MacKnight] Mitchel's Division at Athens, Alabama to proceed
twelve miles north of Athens on the Decatur and Nashville Railroad and guard trestleworks
until relieved. May 9-Were attacked by 800 Rebel cavalry. Our whole command numbered
forty-eight men in all. A fight ensued in which the Rebels acknowledged the loss of more men
than were engaged on our side. Five of our own men were killed; the remainder taken
prisoner, a number of which were wounded and paroled at Courtland, Alabama last June. The
names which appear on this roll are those who served five months' imprisonment in southern
prisons and were paroled at Richmond, Virginia October 19, 1862. (The roll was not listed.)
Supplement to the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, Part II, Record of
Events for the Thirty- Seventh Indiana Volunteer Infantry, Vol. 17, SIN 29 (Wilmington, NC:
Broadfoot Publishing Co., 1994), p. 82.
25
Presumably referring to the gardens at the Calhoun House, then located on the northeast
corner of Green and Eustis Streets.
26
"On the 18th of May two thousand men, among whom were two companies and six men
from each of the other companies of the 21st, having procured horses, started north to
intercept a body of cavalry, who had been busy interrupting our communications. They were
unable to compel them to fight, but succeeded in dispersing them, and returned." Captain S.
S. Canfield, History of the 21st Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry (Toledo, OH: 1893; reprint by
Higginson Book Company, Salem, MA, 1998), p. 49. The Official Records of the War of the
Rebellion, Vol. X, Part I (SIN JO), pp 893-894, reports: "Three hundred men from the Ninth
Brigade, under command of Colonel Lytle, marched to Winchester on the 18 th [and] arrived
there on the morning of the 24th. After a skirmish, dispersed a body of rebel cavalry, and
occupied the town, and returned to Huntsville May 24."
27
"May 9, 1862, Maj. General David Hunter at Hilton Head, SC ordered emancipation of
slaves in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, and authorized the arming of all able-bodied
[N]egroes in those states. This order, without the approval of Congress or President Lincoln,
caused a lively ferment at the North and was disavowed May 19 by Lincoln." E. B. Long, The
Civil War, Day By Day (NY: DeCapo Press, reprint by Doubleday and Company, 1971), p209.
28
The Greene Academy, which was located between Calhoun Street and the eastern
Corporation limits, between Holmes Clinton Streets.
29
Western Historical Manuscripts Collection, University of Missouri-Columbia, Smith, Henry
Ackerman Papers, C431, Roll 2, Autobiography.
30
The 9th Kentucky Cavalry was organized at Eminence, Kentucky, and mustered in there on
August 22, 1862. Eminence is about 60 miles north-west of Nicholasville, Jessamine County.
Frank J. Welcher, The Union Army, Vol.4 (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1993),
p.352. See also Report of the Adjutant General of the State of Kentucky, 1861-62 (2 vols.)
(Frankfort, KY: State Journal, 1866).
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National Archives and Records Administration, Pension file No. 1296213.
Colonel John Hunt Morgan's 2nd Kentucky Cavalry C.S.A. plus 2 companies of Texas cavalry had
left Hartsville, Tennessee on August 29, with orders to meet Confederate General E. Kirby Smith's
forces at Lexington, Kentucky on September 2. Morgan reached Nicholasville on September 3, and
arrived in Lexington in mid-morning of the 4th. See Robert Underwood Johnson and Clarence
Clough Buel (eds.), Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, Vol. lll (NY: Thomas Yoselof, I956), p. 26.
33
The Battle of Richmond, KY took place August 29-30, 1862. Confederate General E. Kirby
Smith's forces of about 5,000 men routed a Union force of 6,500 newly-enlisted men led by
General William Nelson, capturing some 4,000 troops. Another 1,000 were killed and wounded.
The survivors retreated to Lexington, then to Louisville. Morgan's Cavalry was not involved in
this battle. See Long, pp. 258-9.
34
There is no record of a "Creath Robinson" having served in any of the Kentucky or Texas
cavalry units with Morgan. Civil War Soldiers and Sailors System,Intemet,www.itd.nps.gov/cwss.
Perhaps Henry's memory was not quite so good after some 40 years.
35
This crossing was located near the village of Shakertown and was named Lewis' Ferry.
36
Colonel Archibald Gracie, Jr. commanded the 43rd Alabama Infantry in theist Brigade, 2nd
Division under General Henry Heth in Major General
E. Kirby Smith's Army of Kentucky. Willis Brewer, Alabama: Her History, Resources
(Spartanburg, SC: The Reprint Co., 1988), p. 654.
37
On May 26, 1863 General Speed Smith Fry was given command of the Eastern Military District
of Kentucky. He established his headquarters at Camp Nelson, which was located about 6 miles
south of Nicholasville, on the Kentucky River. Camp Nelson was a major Union supply depot.
David and Jeanne Heidler (eds.), Encyclopedia of the American Civil War (NY: W.W. Norton,
2000), p. 793.
38
This is a reference to General Order No.191 from the Adjutant General's Office in Washington,
published as the result of a general exchange of prisoners of war arranged at Aiken's Landing, VA on
November 11,1862. Among those declared exchanged were "All officers and enlisted men
captured at or near Richmond and Lexington, Ky., by the forces under the command of General
E. Kirby Smith." These men were to report to Camp Benton, Missouri. It was the responsibility of
commanding officers "to use their utmost exertions not only to give it the widest circulation in
their neighborhoods, but to see that it is faithfully carried out." The Official records of the War
of Rebellion, Series II, Vol. 4, p. 735.
39
See Rebel Raider, The Life of General John Hunt Morgan, James A. Ramage, University Press of
Kentucky, 1986. p.120.
40
Official Records of the War of the Rebellion, Series I, Vol. /6, p.91.
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